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Executive summary
The 1st Arctic Resilience Forum, which was organized 10-11 September 2018 in Rovaniemi,
Finland, helped to form a better understanding of the opportunities for cooperation connected
to Arctic resilience. The Forum showcased concrete good practices in the region with a focus
on encouraging mutual learning and inspiring concrete, accelerated actions for strengthening
climate resilience in the Arctic.
The two-day Forum gathered nearly 100 Arctic experts, policymakers, and various key
stakeholders, with representatives from the Arctic Council States, Working Groups,
Permanent Participants, and Observers; national, regional and local government; indigenous
organizations; academia; industry; and non-governmental organizations; as well as local
youth that participated in a side event.
The Arctic Resilience Action Framework (ARAF), adopted by the Arctic Council Ministers in
the Fairbanks Declaration (May 2017), provided a valuable structure for the discussions. The
discussions sought to produce a joint understanding of how to operationalize resilience and
catalyze funding for action in an extremely vulnerable, rapidly changing as well as culturally,
socio-economically and environmentally diversified region.
During the 1st Day, around twenty international keynotes and commentary presentations were
delivered around the four ARAF priority areas: analyzing and understanding risk and
resilience; building resilience and adaptation capacity; implementing measures that build
resilience through policy, planning and cooperation; and encouraging investment to reduce
risk and build resilience.
During the 2nd Day, representatives of the Arctic Council Working Groups presented cases of
their resilience related work, showcased good practices and lessons learned as well as
highlighted opportunities for strengthening resilience. Building upon the working group
presentations, breakout sessions were formed to identify further opportunities to accelerate
Working Groups’ resilience-related work and enhance collaboration between other Arctic
stakeholders. Additional breakout sessions highlighted good practices of local stakeholders in
the Finnish Arctic.
The Arctic Resilience Forum resulted in several key takeaways:
1. There is a wealth of information, expertise, and experiences in building
resilience across the Arctic that should be actively shared
The forum highlighted the existence of a wealth of information and expertise as well as already
existing experiences in building climate resilience that can and should be actively shared and
learnt from. In particular, Arctic indigenous peoples have long histories and experiences with
adapting to changes in the Arctic. While noting the leadership and mandates of the Arctic
Council and its Working Groups, the forum highlighted also the need to build partnerships
across all relevant stakeholders in the Arctic.
The need for cooperation in environmental monitoring, sharing data, making climate
information more user-friendly and building bridges between scientific climate and
indigenous knowledge were recurrent themes during the two-day forum. The forum provided
ample examples of how these needs can be addressed and allowed participants to identify
potential new partnerships for doing so.
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2. There are several challenges in the sustainable and equitable management of
natural resources in the Arctic, which are compounded by climate change
The forum also noted major challenges in sustainable and equitable management of natural
resources. Climate change will increase pressures on natural resources and strengthening
resilience will require improved capacities to deal with and reconcile these pressures. The
forum highlighted that local participation, transparency and mutual respect are obligatory
ingredients for reconciling conflicting interests in a sustainable manner.
3. Climate change resilience should be dealt with in the context of sustainable
and inclusive development at all levels (i.e., local, national, regional)
The forum noted the multiple climate risks posed on Arctic livelihoods, including agriculture,
forestry, fishery, food production, tourism, herding, etc. and the need to strengthen the
resilience of these livelihoods. In some cases, the change caused by climate change in the
physical environment is already so dramatic and unavoidable that transformation of
livelihoods remains the sole option. The forum also highlighted critical aspects of human wellbeing and health as well as awareness and capacity, through examples related to health
impacts caused by climate change as well as the need to transform education. The forum
strongly identified a need to climate screen and proof all investments in the Arctic, to reduce
and manage risks caused by climate change.
However, there were strong opinions about dealing with climate change as a separate issue of
its own. It was recommended that addressing climate change must be dealt with as part of
sustainable and inclusive development at the local, national and regional Arctic level.
4. Building resilience in a way that meets the urgency of climate change requires
partnerships across the Arctic region and other regions of the world.
Effectively building resilience requires engagement of multiple stakeholders,
including scientists, policy makers, indigenous peoples, the private sector
and civil society
Finally, the forum stressed the need for partnerships. There are opportunities to expand
partnerships across the circumpolar Arctic and across different types of stakeholders. There
are also opportunities to form partnerships with stakeholders in other regions of the world
and make use of their experiences with building resilience, especially in accessing resources
and funding. Currently, there are limited investments in building resilience in the Arctic,
however, other regions of the world could offer lessons learned that could be applied to and
scaled up in the Arctic.
The 1st Arctic Resilience Forum was organized by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry of
Finland in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland and the Arctic
Resilience Action Framework’s (ARAF) Implementation Team, and with support from the
Arctic Council Secretariat and inputs from the Arctic Council Working Groups.
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Tiivistelmä
Ensimmäinen Arctic Resilience -foorumi, joka järjestettiin 10.-11. syyskuuta 2018
Rovaniemellä, auttoi muodostamaan paremman käsityksen arktiseen ilmastokestävyyteen
liittyvistä yhteistyömahdollisuuksista. Foorumissa esiteltiin alueen hyviä käytäntöjä ja
kannustettiin keskinäisen oppimisen ja inspiraation jakamisen avulla nopeuttamaan ja
laajentamaan konkreettisia toimia ilmastokestävyyden kasvattamiseksi arktisella alueella.
Kaksipäiväinen foorumi kokosi yhteen lähes sata arktisen alueen asiantuntijaa, päättäjää ja
useita tärkeitä sidosryhmiä. Paikalla oli mm. Arktisen neuvoston jäsenmaiden, työryhmien,
pysyvien osallistujien ja tarkkailijoiden edustajia, kansallista, alueellista ja paikallista
hallintoa, alkuperäiskansojen organisaatioita, tutkijoita, teollisuutta sekä kansalaisjärjestöjä
ja myös paikallista nuorisoa.
The Arctic Resilience Action Framework (ARAF) eli arktisen alueen ilmastokestävyyttä
koskeva puiteohjelma, jonka Arktisen neuvoston ministerit hyväksyivät Fairbanksin
julistuksessa (toukokuu 2017) tarjosi keskusteluille arvokkaan pohjan. Keskusteluissa
pyrittiin pääsemään yhteisymmärrykseen siitä, miten ilmastokestävyyttä voidaan
käytännössä edistää erittäin haavoittuvaisella, nopeasti muuttuvalla sekä kulttuurisesti,
sosioekonomisesti ja ympäristöltään moninaisella alueella. Lisäksi pohdittiin miten varmistaa
riittävä rahoitus tarvittavien toimenpiteiden toteuttamiseen.
Ensimmäisen päivän aikana pidettiin noin 20 kansainvälistä alustusta ja esitystä ARAF:n
neljästä tärkeimmästä prioriteetista: riskien ja ilmastokestävyyden analyysista ja
ymmärtämisestä, ilmastokestävyyden ja sopeutumiskyvyn rakentamisesta, sellaisten
toimenpiteiden käyttöön ottamisesta, jotka rakentavat ilmastokestävyyttä politiikan,
suunnittelun ja yhteistyön kautta sekä investointien mobilisoinnista riskien vähentämisen ja
ilmastokestävyyden alalla.
Toisen päivän aikana Arktisen neuvoston työryhmien edustajat esittelivät esimerkkitapauksia
ilmastokestävyyteen liittyvästä työstään, hyviä käytäntöjä ja oppimaansa, sekä korostivat
ilmastokestävyyden parantamisen mahdollisuuksia. Työryhmien esityksien perusteella
muodostettiin pienryhmiä uusien mahdollisuuksien löytämiseksi ilmastokestävyyden
kasvattamiseen tähtäävässä työssä ja yhteistyön lisäämiseksi muiden arktisten sidosryhmien
välillä. Toisissa pienryhmissä korostettiin paikallisten sidosryhmien hyviä käytäntöjä Suomen
arktisella alueella.
Arctic Resilience -foorumista jäi käteen useita avainasioita:
1. Arktisella alueella on runsaasti tietoa, asiantuntemusta ja kokemuksia
ilmastokestävyyden rakentamisesta, jota tulisi jakaa aktiivisesti
Foorumissa korostui tieto ja asiantuntemus, kuten myös jo saadun kokemuksen runsaus, jota
voidaan ja jota tulisi aktiivisesti jakaa, ja josta tulisi oppia. Etenkin arktisen alueen
alkuperäiskansoilla on pitkä historia ja kokemus arktisen alueen muutoksiin sopeutumisesta.
Vaikka foorumi tunnisti Arktisen neuvoston ja sen työryhmien johtavan roolin ja valtuudet,
korostui myös tarve rakentaa kumppanuuksia kaikkien arktisen alueen olennaisten
sidosryhmien välillä.
Tarve tehdä yhteistyötä ympäristöseurannassa, jakaa tietoa, tehdä ilmastotiedosta
käyttäjäystävällisempää ja rakentaa siltoja tieteellisen ilmastotietämyksen ja
alkuperäiskansojen tietämyksen välille olivat kaksipäiväisen foorumin aikana toistuvia
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teemoja. Foorumissa nähtiin useita esimerkkejä siitä, miten näihin tarpeisiin voidaan vastata,
ja osallistujilla oli mahdollisuus löytää uusia kumppaneita, joiden kanssa tehdä yhteistyötä.
2. Arktisen alueen luonnonvarojen kestävässä ja oikeudenmukaisessa
hallinnoinnissa on useita haasteita, jotka korostuvat ilmastonmuutoksen
myötä
Foorumissa huomioitiin myös luonnonvarojen kestävän ja oikeudenmukaisen hallinnoinnin
suuret haasteet. Ilmastonmuutos lisää luonnonvaroihin kohdistuvaa painetta, ja
ilmastokestävyyden kasvattaminen vaatii parempaa kykyä käsitellä ja sovitella näitä paineita.
Foorumi korosti, että paikallinen osallistuminen, läpinäkyvyys ja keskinäinen kunnioitus ovat
pakollisia aineksia, kun vastakkaisia intressejä sovitellaan kestävästi yhteen.
3. Ilmastokestävyyttä tulisi käsitellä kaikilla tasoilla (ts. paikallisella,
kansallisella, alueellisella) kestävän ja osallistavan kehityksen kontekstissa
Foorumissa huomioitiin moninaiset arktisia elinkeinoja uhkaavat ilmastoriskit, muun muassa
maanviljelyn, metsätalouden, kalastuksen, elintarvikkeiden tuotannon, turismin,
eläintenhoidon jne. osalta, sekä tarve vahvistaa näiden elinkeinojen ilmastokestävyyttä.
Joissain tapauksissa ilmastonmuutoksen aiheuttamat muutokset fyysisessä ympäristössä ovat
jo niin suuria ja väistämättömiä, että elinkeinon muokkaaminen on ainoa vaihtoehto.
Foorumissa korostuivat myös ilmastonmuutoksen vaikutukset ihmisten hyvinvoinnille ja
terveydelle sekä tarve uudistaa koulutusta ja koulutusjärjestelmää tavalla, joka huomioi
paremmin ilmastonmuutoksen haasteet. Foorumi näki vahvan tarpeen seuloa kaikki arktiselle
alueelle kohdistuvat sijoitukset ilmastonmuutoksen aiheuttamien riskien vähentämisen ja
hallitsemisen näkökulmasta.
Vahvoja mielipiteitä ilmaistiin kuitenkin siitä, että ilmastonmuutosta ei tulisi käsitellä
erillisenä asiana. Suositeltiin, että ilmastonmuutosta tulisi käsitellä erottamattomana osana
kestävää ja osallistavaa kehitystä paikallisella, kansallisella ja alueellisella arktisella tasolla.
4. Ilmastokestävyyden rakentaminen tavalla, joka vastaa ilmastonmuutoksen
kiireellisyyteen edellyttää kumppanuussuhteita arktisella alueella sekä
muualla maailmassa. Tehokas ilmastokestävyyden rakentaminen edellyttää
useiden sidosryhmien sitoutumista, mukaan lukien tutkijat, päättäjät,
alkuperäiskansat, yksityinen sektori ja kansalaisyhteiskunta
Lopuksi foorumissa painotettiin tarvetta kumppanuuteen. Merkittäviä mahdollisuuksia
laajentaa kumppanuussuhteita arktisella alueella ja erilaisten sidosryhmien välillä on
olemassa. On myös mahdollisuuksia muodostaa kumppanuussuhteita muualla maailmassa
toimivien sidosryhmien kanssa ja hyödyntää niiden kokemuksia ilmastokestävyyden
rakentamisessa, etenkin resurssien saatavuuden ja rahoituksen osalta. Tällä hetkellä
ilmastokestävyyden lisäämiseen arktisella alueella on panostettu rajoitetusti. Oppia voitaisiin
kuitenkin ottaa muualta maailmasta ja viedä näitä ideoita eteenpäin arktisella alueella.
Ensimmäisen Arctic Resilience -foorumin järjesti Suomen maa- ja metsätalousministeriö
yhteistyössä Suomen ulkoministeriön ja arktisen alueen ilmastokestävyyttä koskevan
puiteohjelman (ARAF) täytäntöönpanoryhmän kanssa sekä Arktisen neuvoston sihteeristön
ja Arktisen neuvoston työryhmien työpanoksen avulla.
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Oanehis čoahkkáigeasu
Vuosttaš árktalaš resilieansa foruma, mii lágiduvvui 2018 čakčamánu 10-11 b., Roavvenjárggas,
Suomas, lei ávkkálaš buoridit áddejumi ovttasbargguid vejolašvuođaide árktalaš resilieansa
ektui. Foruma válddii ovdán buriid vásáhusaid guovllus, ja deattuhii movttiidahtti
guovttebeallásaš oahppama ja beaktilis konkrehtalaš, jođánis daguid mat nannejit dálkkádat
resilieanssa árktalaš guovlluin.
Guokte beaivásaš foruma čohkkii lagabui 100 árktalaš ekspeartta, eiseválddiovddasteddji ja
iešguđetlágan guovddáš berošteddjiid, ovddasteddjiin Árktalaš Ráđi stáhtain, bargojoavkkuin,
bistevaš oasálastiin ja observatevrrain; nationála, guovllu ja báikkálaš eiseválddiin;
álgoálbmot organisašuvnnain; akademiijas; ealáhusain; ja ráđđehusa olggobeale
priváhtaorganisašuvnnain; ja vel lassin báikkálaš nuoraid geat oasálaste liige prográmmas.
Árktalaš resilieansa duohtandahkan doaibmaeavttut (ARAF), mii dohkkehuvvui Árktalaš ráđi
ministariin Fairbanks julggaštusas (2017 miessemánus), ráhkadii dehálaš vuođu
digaštallamiidda. Digaštallamat ohcaledje buvttahit oktasaš áddejumi mo operašuvdnaliseret
resilieanssa nu ahte joraha ruhtadeami doaimmaide dakkár earenomáš rašes, jođánit
rievdadeaddji ja vel lassin máŋggabealat kultuvrralaš, sosioekonomalaš ja biraslaš guovlluide.
Vuosttaš beaivvis, ovdanbuktojedje birrasiid guoktelot riikkaidgaskasaš oaivelogaldallamiid ja
fuomášeaddji ovdanbuktimiid njealji ARAF vuoruhanguovlluide: analyseret ja áddet vára ja
resilieansa; hukset resilieansa ja heivehan kapasitehta; čađahit doaibmabijuid mat huksejit
resilieansa mearrádusaid, plánema ja ovttasbarggu bokte; ja movttiidahttit investeremiid
maid bokte unnida vára ja hukse resilieansa.
Nuppi beaivvi, Árktalaš ráđi bargojoavkkuid ovddasteaddjit ovdanbukte ovdamearkkaid sin
resilieanssa guoskivaš bargguin, ovdanbukte buriid ovdamearkkaid ja vásáhus oahpuin ja vel
lassin čalmmustedje vejolašvuođaid movt nannet resilieanssa. Bargojoavkkuid
ovdanbuktimiid vuođđun, de ásahuvvojedje spiehkastansešuvnnat gávnnahan dihte lassi
vejolašvuođaid oažžut johtui bargojoavkkuid resilieansalágan bargguide, ja mo nannet
ovttasbarggu gaskkal eará árktalaš berošteddjiid. Dát lassi spiehkastansešuvnnat bukte ovdán
buriid ovdamearkkaid báikkálaš berošteddjiin Suomabeale árktalaš guovllus.
Árktalaš resilieansa forum buvttadii eatnat oaivečuoggáid:
1. Árktalaš guovlluin gávdno diehto-, máhtto- ja vásáhusriggodat resilieanssa
huksemis man gálggašii viššalit juogadit
Forum buvtii ovdán diehto- ja máhttoriggodaga mii gávdno ja vel lassin ovdalaš vásáhusaid
resilieanssa huksemis man sáhttá ja gálggašii viššalit juogaduvvot ja mas gálggašii váldit
oahpu. Eandalii árktalaš álgoálbmogiin leat guhkit áigge historjá ja vásáhusat das movt
heivehallat rievdademiide árktalaš guovlluin. Válddidettiin vuhtii árktalaš ráđi ja dan
bargojoavkkuid
jođiheami
ja
mandáhta,
foruma
deattuhii
dárbbu
hukset
doaibmaoasálašvuođaid gullevaš berošteddjiiguin miehtá Árktisa.
Ovttasbarggu dárbui birasgoziheamis, data juogadeapmái, álkidahttit dálkkádat dieđuid
juohkima geavaheddjiide ja hukset oktavuođa gaskkal diehtaga dieđalaš dálkkádagas ja
álgoálbmot máhtu ledje fáttát mat čađat guoskkahuvvojedje dán guovtte beaivásaš forumis.
Forum buvttii ge eatnat ovdamearkkaid mo dáid dárbbuid ovdanbuktit ja oasseváldit besse
maid gávdnat ođđa doaibmaoasálaččaid dán nammii.
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2. Gávdnojit eatnat hástalusat bistevaš ja dássádis hálddašeapmái Árktisa
luondduriggodagain, maid deattuhuvvojit dálkkádatrievdamiin
Forum maid mearkkašii stuora hástalusaid bistevaš ja dássedis hálddašeapmái
luondduriggodagain.
Dálkkádatrievdamiid
olis
bohtet
eambbo
bahkkemat
luondduriggodagaide ja resilieanssa nannen boahtá gáibidit nanu kapasitehta mo dustet ja
birget dáiguin bahkkemiiguin. Forum deattuhii ahte báikkálaš oasálastin, rabasvuohta ja
guovttebeallásaš vuhtiiváldin leat geatnegahtton bealit soabadan dihtii bistevaš vuogi go leat
vuostálas beroštumit.
3. Dálkkádatrievdan resilieansa gálggašii gieđahallojuvvot bistevaš ja oasálasti
ovdáneapmin buot dásiin (nu mo báikkálaš, guovllu ja regionála)
Forum mearkkašii eatnat dálkkádatváraid árktalaš ealáhusaide, numo eanandoallu,
vuovdedoallu, guolásteapmi, biepmo buvttadeapmi, máŧkeealáhus, guođoheamit jna. ja maid
dárbbu nannet resilieanssa dáin ealáhusain. Muhttn báikkiin, dálkkádatrievdan lea juo nu
sakka váikkuhan luonddu birrasii ahte ealáhusa nuppástuhttin lea áidna vejolašvuohta.
Forum maid deattuhii dehálaš beliid olbmuid bures veadjimis ja dearvvašvuođas ja vel lassin
diđolašvuođas ja kapasitehtas, ovdamearkkaid bokte mat laktašuvvojit dearvvašvuhtii
dálkkádatrievdamiid váikkuhusain, ja vel lassin dárbbu nuppástuhttit oahpahusa. Forum
čielgasit oinnii dárbbu dárkkistit dálkkádaga ja vákšut buot investeremiid Árktalaš guovlluin,
vai unnidit ja hálddašit váraid maid dálkkádatrievdan lea dagahan.
Nuppe dáfus ledje garra oaivilat galggai go gieđahallat dálkkádatrievdama sierra fáddán.
Ávžžuhus lei gieđahallat dálkkádatrievdama oassin bistevaš ja oasálasti ovdáneamis báikkálaš,
nationála ja regionála árktalaš dásis.
4. Hukset resilieanssa mii duste dálkkádatrievdan hoahpu gáibida
doaibmaoasálaččaid miehtá Árktisa guovlluin ja eará máilmmi guovlluin.
Doaimmalaš huksen resilieanssas gáibida berošteami eatnat berošteddjiin,
numo duŧkiin, mearrideaddjiin, álgoálbmogiin, priváhta sektora ja siviila
servvodagas.
Loahpalaččat forum deattuhii dárbbu doaibmaoasálašvuhtii. Lea vejolaš lávdadit
doaibmaoasálašvuođa miehtá polárabirastahtti Árktisa ja iešguđetlágán berošteddjiiguin.
Gávdnojit maid vejolašvuođat ásahit doaibmaoasálašvuođa berošteddjiiguin eará
máilmmiguovlluin ja nu atnit ávkki sin vásáhusain resilieanssa huksemis, earenoamážit
návččáid ja ruhtadeami háhkamis. Dálá dilis leat gáržžiduvvon investerenvejolašvuođat
resilieanssa huksemii árktalaš guovlluin, muhto eará máilmmi guovllut sáhtašedje fállat
vásáhusoahpu mat sáhtašedje heivehuvvot ja lasihuvvot árktalaš guovlluide.
Vuosttaš árktalaš resilieansa forum lágiduvvui Suoma eanan- ja meahccedoaluministeriijas
ovttasbarggus Suoma olgoriikkaministeriijain ja Árktalaš resilieanssa duohtandahkan
doaibmaeavttuid (ARAF) čađahan joavkkuin, ja doarjagiin árktalaš ráđi čállingottis ja
rávvagiin árktalaš ráđi bargojoavkkuin.
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Sammanfattning
Det första arktiska resiliensforumet (Arctic Resilience Forum) organiserades den 10–11
september 2018 i Rovaniemi, Finland. Forumet bidrog till en bättre förståelse av behoven och
möjligheterna för samarbete som förbättrar de arktiska områdenas resiliens. Forumet
presenterade god praxis i arktiska regioner, uppmuntrade till ömsesidigt lärande och
uppmanade till påskyndade konkreta åtaganden för att stärka motståndskraften mot
klimatförändringen i arktiska regioner.
Forumet varade i två dagar och samlade nästan 100 experter, beslutsfattare och centrala
intressenter från de arktiska områdena, bland annat representanter från Arktiska rådets
medlemsländer, arbetsgrupper, permanenta deltagare och observatörer. Forumet samlade
också nationella, regionala och lokala myndigheter, representanter för ursprungsbefolkningar,
forskare, näringsliv, och medborgarorganisationer, såväl som lokala ungdomar som deltog i
ett sidoevenemang.
The Arctic Resilience Action Framework (ARAF), ramverket för uppföljning av arktisk
resiliens som antogs av ministrarna i Arktiska rådet i den s.k. Fairbanks-deklarationen (maj
2017), utgjorde en välfungerande struktur för diskussionerna. Diskussionerna bidrog till att
skapa en gemensam förståelse för hur man kan operationalisera resiliens och katalysera
finansiering för åtgärder i en extremt sårbar, snabbföränderlig samt kulturellt, socioekonomiskt och miljömässigt diversifierad region.
Den första dagen innehöll omkring tjugo presentationer som fokuserade på de fyra
prioriterade ARAF-områdena och deras grundprinciper: att analysera och förstå riskerna,
bygga en kunskapsbas och öka kännedomen om resiliens, förbättra anpassningskapaciteten,
implementera åtgärder för ökad resiliens genom policyer, planering och samarbete, samt
uppmuntra investeringar för att reducera risker och bygga resiliens.
Den andra dagen fokuserade på det arbete som Arktiska rådets arbetsgrupper driver. Man
delade god praxis och erfarenheter samt diskuterade behov och samarbetsmöjligheter för
stärkt arktisk resiliens. Arbetsgruppernas presentationer följdes av arbete i smågrupper där
man försökte identifiera olika möjligheter att främja och påskynda arbetsgruppernas arbete
och öka samarbetet mellan olika intressenter i de arktiska regionerna. I en egen
parallellsession presenterades god praxis av lokala intressenter i norra Finland.
Forumet resulterade i flera viktiga reflektioner:
1. Det finns en rik kunskapsbas, expertis och erfarenhet av att stärka arktisk
resiliens och denna kunskap borde göras mer tillgänglig
Forumet framhöll att det finns en rik kunskapsbas och expertis såväl som redan existerande
erfarenhet av att bygga klimatresiliens som kan och borde delas aktivt för ömsesidigt lärande.
I synnerhet arktiska ursprungsbefolkningar har en lång historia och stor erfarenhet av att
anpassa sig till förändringar i polarregionen. Samtidigt som det Arktiska rådets och
arbetsgruppernas roll, ledarskap och mandat som pådrivare framhölls, så poängterades även
behovet av att bygga partnerskap med alla relevanta intressenter i arktiska områden.
Återkommande teman under de två dagarna var behovet av samarbete, speciellt inom
monitorering, informationsdelning, skapandet av mer användarvänlig klimatinformation och
byggandet av broar mellan vetenskaplig forskning och urbefolkningens kunskap. Forumet gav
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rikligt med exempel på hur dessa behov kan adresseras och tillät deltagarna att identifiera nya
potentiella samarbeten.
2. En hållbar och rättvis förvaltning av naturresurser i arktiska områden
rymmer många utmaningar som förstärks av klimatförändringen
Forumet noterade även stora utmaningar i en hållbar och rättvis förvaltning av naturresurser.
Klimatförändringen kommer att öka trycket på naturresursernas bärkraft och det kommer att
krävas förbättrad kapacitet för att hantera detta. Forumet framhöll att lokalt deltagande,
transparens och ömsesidig respekt är viktiga komponenter i arbetet med att förena
motstridiga intressen på ett hållbart sätt.
3. Stärkandet av de arktiska områdenas återhämtningsförmåga vid
klimatförändringar kräver hållbar och inkluderande utveckling på alla nivåer
(lokalt, nationellt, regionalt)
Forumet noterade att ett flertal klimatrisker hotar de arktiska regionernas traditionella
näringar, inklusive lantbruk, skogsbruk, fiske, matproduktion, turism, renskötsel med fler och
att det finns ett särskilt behov för att stärka återhämtningsförmågan i dessa näringar. I några
fall har klimatförändringen redan orsakat så dramatiska ändringar i den fysiska miljön, att en
förändring av själva näringarna är oundviklig. Forumet framhöll även centrala aspekter av
mänskligt välbefinnande och hälsa, kunskaps- och kapacitetsbyggande, genom exempel som
berör bland annat hälsoeffekter orsakade av klimatförändringen eller behovet av nya
utbildningsmetoder. Forumet identifierade ett stort behov av att klimatsäkra alla
investeringar i arktiska områden för att reducera och hantera riskerna som orsakas av
klimatförändringen.
Det framfördes också starka varningar mot att hantera klimatförändringen som en separat
fråga. Klimataspekter borde införlivas och integreras i alla frågor som rör en hållbar och
inkluderande utveckling på lokal, nationell och regional nivå.
4. Resiliensen att möta de brådskande klimatförändringarna kan stärkas endast
genom samarbete mellan alla arktiska regioner och med andra regioner i
världen. Olika intressentgrupper måste engageras, inklusive forskare,
beslutsfattare, ursprungsbefolkningar, den privata sektorn och det civila
samhället
Slutligen betonade forumet behovet av partnerskap. Det finns goda möjligheter att bredda
partnerskapen mellan arktiska områden och mellan olika typer av intressenter. Det finns även
möjligheter att forma partnerskap med intressenter i andra regioner i världen och använda
deras erfarenheter av resiliensbyggande, speciellt i frågor gällande resurser och finansiering.
För närvarande är investeringarna för att bygga resiliens i Arktis begränsade, men andra
regioner i världen kan erbjuda lärdomar som kan tillämpas på och skalas upp i de arktiska
områdena.
Det första arktiska resiliensforumet organiserades av Jord- och skogsbruksministeriet i
Finland i samarbete med Utrikesministeriet i Finland och the Arctic Resilience Action
Framework’s implementeringsgrupp (ARAF Implementation Team), med stöd från Arktiska
rådets sekretariat och Arktiska rådets arbetsgrupper.
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Итоговый отчёт
1-й Форум по жизнеспособности Арктики (Arctic Resilience Forum), организованный 1011 сентября 2018 года в г. Рованиеми (Финляндия), способствовал формированию у его
участников
лучшего
понимания возможностей сотрудничества в
сфере
жизнеспособности и устойчивости Арктики. На форуме был продемонстрирован
передовой опыт всего региона в данной сфере с акцентом на поощрение взаимного
обучения участников и способствование принятия конкретных оперативных мер по
укреплению климатической устойчивости в Арктике.
Двухдневный форум собрал около 100 специалистов по вопросам Арктики и
представителей главных причастных сторон, в том числе представителей стран-членов
Арктического Совета, рабочих групп, постоянных участников и наблюдателей;
представителей национальных, региональных и местных органов власти, организаций
коренных народов, научных учреждений, промышленности и общественных
организаций, а также представителей местной молодежи, принявших участие в
параллельном мероприятии.
Рамочная программа действий по обеспечению жизнеспособности Арктики (ARAF),
принятая министрами Арктического совета в Фэрбанкской декларации (от мая 2017 г.),
послужила хорошей основой для обсуждений, в ходе которых была сделана попытка
выработать общее понимание того, как обеспечить устойчивость к меняющемуся
климату на практике и ускорить финансирование деятельности в чрезвычайно
уязвимом, претерпевающем быстрые изменения регионе, который диверсифицирован
в культурном, социально-экономическом и экологическом отношениях.
В течение 1-го дня конференции было представлено около двадцати международных
докладов и презентаций по четырем приоритетным темам рамочной программы ARAF:
анализ и понимание факторов риска и самого понятия устойчивости к изменениям;
создание потенциала устойчивости и потенциала адаптации; осуществление мер,
улучшающих устойчивость к изменениям посредством политических решений,
стратегического планирования и развития сотрудничества; поощрение инвестиций для
снижения риска и повышения жизнеспособности региона.
В течение 2-го дня представители рабочих групп Арктического совета представили свою
работу по обеспечению жизнеспособности Арктики, продемонстрировали передовую
практику и выводы по укреплению устойчивости, а также обозначили перспективы
будущей работы. По темам выступлений рабочих групп были организованы групповые
заседания для определения дальнейших возможностей для ускорения работы и
развитию сотрудничества главных причастных сторон по укреплению устойчивости к
климатическим изменениям в Арктике. Параллельный сеанс был посвящен передовой
практике в арктическом регионе Финляндии.
По итогам Форума по жизнеспособности Арктики было сделано несколько основных
выводов:
1. Имеется огромный объём информации, экспертных знаний и опыта по
укреплению устойчивости арктического региона, которыми следует
активно делиться.
Итоги форума указывают на наличие огромного объёма информации, экспертных
знаний и опыта по укреплению устойчивости, которыми следует активно делиться друг
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с другом. У коренных народов Арктики имеется большой наработанный опыт
адаптации к изменениям в регионе. Отметив важность руководящей работы и
полномочий Арктического совета и его рабочих групп, на форуме подчеркивали
необходимость налаживания партнерских отношений между всеми ключевыми
сторонами, затрагиваемыми изменениями в Арктике.
На форуме поднимались такие темы, как необходимость сотрудничества в области
контроля за состоянием окружающей среды, обмена данными, переработки
климатической информации в более удобные и понятные форматы, а также
необходимость объединения научных знаний по изменению климата со знаниями
коренных народов. Были продемонстрированы многочисленные примеры решений
таких задач, а его участникам представилась возможность поиска новых партнёров для
работы над этими задачами.
2. Существует ряд проблем в сфере устойчивого и справедливого
управления природными ресурсами в Арктике, которые усугубляются с
изменением климата.
На форуме были подняты основные проблемы в области устойчивого и справедливого
управления природными ресурсами. Изменение климата приводит к увеличению
нагрузок на природные ресурсы, а для укрепления устойчивости к изменениям
требуется oбеспечение и повышение способностей и ресурсов. На форуме
подчеркивалось, что в конечном счете участие на местном уровне, прозрачность
процесса и обоюдное уважение сторон являются обязательными условиями
урегулирования возникающих противоречий в интересах.
3. Жизнеспособность Арктики должна рассматриваться в контексте
устойчивого и всестороннего развития на всех уровнях (местном,
национальном, региональном).
На форуме было отмечено несколько факторов риска, связанных с изменением
климата, влияющих на промыслы в арктическом регионе, в т. ч. на сельскоe и лесноe
хозяйства, рыболовствo, пищевую промышленность, туризм и оленеводствеo.
Отмечалась необходимость укрепления устойчивости этих сфер хозяйствa. В некоторых
случаях изменение климата привело к настолько резким и необратимым изменениям
среды проживания, что единственным выходом из ситуации стал переход к новым
источникам существования и видоизменение старых источников. На форуме также
освещались вопросы благополучия и здоровья людей, осведомленность в вопросах
здоровья и воздействиe меняющегося климата на здоровье; также обсуждался вопрос
необходимости перехода на новые методы обучения. Определилась чёткая
необходимость проверки и одобрения всех инвестиций в Арктику в отношении их
влияния на местный климат для снижения и контроля климатических факторов риска.
Вместе с тем на форуме были чётко озвучены мнения о том, что борьба с изменением
климата не может проводиться обособленно. Напротив, в Арктике она должна
осуществляться в рамках комплексного, устойчивого и всеобъемлющего подхода на
местном, национальном и региональном уровнях.
4. Темпы происходящих климатических изменений требуют установления
партнерских отношений во всём арктическом регионе. Для укрепления
способности к адаптации требуется совместная работа всех причастных
сторон, включая разработчики политики и государственные учреждения,
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научные круги, коренные народы, частный сектор и общественные
организации.
В заключение, на форуме подчеркивалась необходимость налаживания партнерских
отношений между всеми ключевыми сторонами, затрагиваемыми изменениями в
Арктике, для чего имеются предпосылки как в околополярной Арктике, так и в других
регионах мира. Партнерство позволило бы применить накопленный мировой опыт по
устойчивости и адаптации к климатическим изменениям, особенно в вопросах доступа
к ресурсам и финансированию. В настоящее время инвестиции в устойчивость к
изменениям в Арктике ограничены, однако другие регионы мира могут предложить
свой опыт, который можно будет применить и расширить в Арктике.
Первый Форум по жизнеспособности Арктики был организован Министерством
сельского и лесного хозяйства Финляндии в сотрудничестве с Министерством
иностранных дел Финляндии, рабочей группой по выполнению Рамочной программы
действий по обеспечению жизнеспособности Арктики (ARAF), а также при поддержке
секретариата Арктического совета и при содействии рабочих групп Арктического
совета.
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1 Background and Introduction
1.1 The context and overall objectives of the Forum
The level of awareness as well as overall readiness for addressing climate and other
environmental changes and their linkages to human development has markedly increased in
recent years. This has been demonstrated, among other events, by the adoption of the Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction in March 2015, the adoption of the 2030 Agenda and
its Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in September 2015, and the Paris climate
agreement of December 2015. Each of these speaks to the importance of strengthening the
resilience of vulnerable communities and ecosystems. Building on these global agreements,
numerous regional bodies, as well as national bodies around the world are adopting
frameworks and strategies to adapt to climate change and build resilience. Simultaneously,
while numerous local communities are struggling to cope with the very tangible impacts of a
changing climate, efforts to more proactively build resilience are taking shape.

Participants at the first Arctic Resilience Forum, Rovaniemi 2018 (Photo: Otto Pontto).

The changes happening in the Arctic today are driven primarily by external factors. Climate
change is the most pervasive and powerful driver of change, but many other environmental
changes are taking place as well, alongside rapid social and economic developments. In some
contexts, factors such as resource demand, transportation needs, migration, geopolitical
changes and other changes linked to globalization are making the greatest impact on the Arctic.
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Indeed, many Arctic social-ecological systems face multiple stressors simultaneously (Arctic
Resilience Report, 2016).
The aim of the first Arctic Resilience Forum was to develop a better understanding of the
opportunities for cooperation connected to Arctic resilience and to showcase and learn from
good practices already in place or underway in the region, with a focus on climate resilience.
While slowing Arctic change and building resilience are crucial for the people and ecosystems
of the Arctic, there is ample evidence that Arctic social and bio-physical systems are deeply
intertwined with our planet’s social and biophysical systems. This has sometimes been
phrased as “what happens in the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic”, or in the words of Finnish
President Sauli Niinistö “If we lose the Arctic, we lose the whole world”.1
The 1st Arctic Resilience Forum was organized in Rovaniemi 10-11 September 2018 as a
part of the 2017-2019 Finnish Chairmanship Program of the Arctic Council, by
the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry of Finland in cooperation with the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of Finland. The program was prepared in close cooperation with the Arctic
Resilience Action Framework’s (ARAF) Co-Leads and Implementation Team
(listed at the end of this report) and with support from the Arctic Council Secretariat and
inputs from the Arctic Council Working Groups (see section 1.3).

1.2 Arctic Resilience Action Framework
The Arctic Resilience Action Framework (ARAF) provided an overall guiding framework for
the forum discussions. While only recently adopted, it allowed for structured discussions and
to develop a shared understanding of how to operationalize resilience in an extremely
vulnerable and rapidly changing, as well as culturally, socio-economically and
environmentally diverse region.
The ARAF was adopted by the Arctic Council in the Fairbanks Declaration (May, 2017). The
ARAF proposes a common set of resilience building priorities for the Arctic States, Permanent
Participants, Working Groups, and Observers. The four priority areas are i) Analyzing and
Understanding Risk and Resilience in the Arctic; ii) Building Resilience and Adaptation
Capacity, iii) Implementing Measures that Build Resilience through Policy, Planning and
Cooperation; and iv) Encouraging Investment to Reduce Risk and Build Resilience. By
adopting the ARAF, the Arctic Council has also agreed to track its existing activities that
address the ARAF priorities.

1

Sauli Niinistö, President of the Republic of Finland in Arkhangelsk, Russia on 30 March 2017
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Implementation of the ARAF aims to collect, share and inspire action by the Arctic States,
Permanent Participants, Working Groups, and Observers around the four ARAF priorities,
share best practices for building resilience in the region, and identify ways to measure progress
towards building resilience in the region, including identifying gaps and challenges. The
Forum preparations (see section 1.3 below) and program were organized to actively support
bridging of knowledge, expertise and capacities of different stakeholders, while recognizing
that strengthening resilience in the Arctic region will require partnerships and sharing of good
practices and lessons learned – among stakeholders in the Arctic and beyond.

The concepts of resilience and climate adaptation
Resilience in ecosystem terms is the ability of a system to bounce back and thrive during and
after disturbances and shocks. Resilience of people or communities is often described as the ability
to organize, define ambitions and goals, and chart a course forward under changing conditions.
This social resilience is linked to the ecosystems upon which people depend. The Arctic region is
changing rapidly, and the speed of ongoing change makes adaptation extremely urgent as well as
challenging. Governments, indigenous peoples, local communities, researchers, and businesses
must work together to build resilience to the social-ecological changes that are underway.
Resilience is closely linked with climate adaptation, which is an adjustment in natural or human
systems in response to climate change, which is intended to minimize disruption or take advantage
of opportunities. Implementing effective climate adaptation measures can build resilience, and
actions fostering resilience can build the capacity to adapt. For this reason, resilience and climate
adaptation are closely linked and often described in commensurate terms.
To understand changes in the Arctic and to identify and implement strategies for adaptation and
resilience, it is important to consider the linked social-ecological system. A social-ecological system
is an integrated system that includes human societies and ecosystems. Its structure is
characterized by reciprocal feedbacks. In the Arctic, social and ecological systems are particularly
linked.
Source: ARAF, 2017

The initial phase of ARAF 2017-19 is being implemented under the Arctic
Council Sustainable Development Working Group (SDWG), in coordination with all
other Working Group Secretariats. The ARAF is the continuation of a project of the U.S.
Chairmanship (2015-2017) and of the Arctic Resilience Report, co-chaired by Sweden and the
U.S.
Convening the Arctic Resilience Forum in Rovaniemi was a central part of ARAF
implementation. In addition, the Forum served as a catalyst to collect and share actions that
Arctic States, Permanent Participants, Working Groups, and Observers are taking (or will take)
to address the ARAF priorities; and developing an inventory of existing and emerging
measurement protocols – including self-assessment protocols – as well as existing and
emerging indicators, in order to measure and compare progress building Arctic resilience over
space and time.
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1.3 Preparing the 1st Arctic Resilience Forum
The preparations for the Forum included issuing a background study on Arctic resilience in
Finland, collecting best practice examples from the whole Arctic region, and dialogue with
Arctic Council Working groups, as well as with key (national and local) stakeholders in Finland.
The preparations were supported by the Arctic Council Secretariat and a team of project coleads representing the U.S., Sweden and Finland, and, as well as Gaia Consulting Ltd, which
also provided moderation support to the Forum.

1.3.1 Background Study on Arctic climate resilience in Finland
As part of the preparations for the Arctic Resilience Forum, the Ministry for Agriculture and
Forestry issued a pre-study on best practices of Arctic resilience in Finland 2 . It was
conducted by the Arctic Centre of the University of Lapland, in cooperation with Gaia
Consulting. While the pre-study draws from the Arctic Resilience Report and other related
key publications, it has a focus on climate resilience, highlighting resilience strengthening
actions in Finland.

1.3.2 Collecting good practices from the Arctic region
Cases of good practices of Arctic resilience from Finland were presented in the pre-study and
used to encourage gathering of similar cases from other Arctic stakeholders. The Finnish cases
were distributed to Arctic Council States, Permanent Participants and Working Groups
through an interactive online platform3 where representatives of more than 50 Arctic Council
stakeholders were provided access. The Arctic Council Secretariat coordinated the collection
of good practices from the whole Arctic region. Numerous cases were provided by Arctic States,
Permanent Participants and one Observer (IASSA), serving the Forum preparations. The
complete list of 44 collected cases as of the time of the Forum can be found in Annex 4 to this
report and can serve as basis for follow-up.

1.3.3 Dialogue with Arctic Council Working Groups
The Resilience Forum was organized in close cooperation with the Co-Leads of the ARAF
project4, as well as all Arctic Council Working Groups. A discussion on resilience in Working
Group projects was organized in connection with the Senior Arctic Officials meeting and the
meeting of the Sustainable Development Working Group in Levi, Finland in March 2018. It
was noted that all six of the Arctic Council Working Groups are already taking actions that
build resilience and they are also aware of the need to accelerate further action to help build
climate resilience. At Levi, the Working Groups agreed to collect and submit examples of

Koivurova, Timo & Kähkönen, Juho (2018). Pre-Study for the Arctic Resilience Forum 2018.
http://urn.fi/URN:ISBN:978-952-337-095-1
3 REAL, provided by Humap Software
4 Sarah Abdelrahim (US), Marcus Carson (SE) and Saara Lilja-Rothsten (FI)
2
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actions drawn from their 2017-2019 Work Plans. Projects implemented in conjunction with
multiple Working Groups and projects of potential relevance for multiple Working Groups
were specifically highlighted. These projects were specifically highlighted, in part, because a
resilience approach is cross-cutting and multi-disciplinary, and projects implemented across
multiple Working Groups have a greater potential to incorporate diverse types of knowledge.
Working Groups have since proposed additional or strengthened collaborations that could
build resilience. For an overview of these suggested collaborations, coordinated by the Arctic
Council Secretariat, see Annex 3 to this report.

1.3.4 Dialogue with stakeholders in Finland
The Arctic Resilience Forum was organized in cooperation with key stakeholders in Finland.
In addition to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, the conference committee included expertise from the Ministry of the
Environment, and the Ministry of Education and Culture. As noted above, the Forum
was organized under the umbrella of the 2017-2019 Finnish Chairmanship Program of the
Arctic Council. The initial findings from the Pre-Study on Arctic Resilience in Finland were
presented and discussed at a dialogue meeting with Arctic stakeholders in Finland on 7
February 2018, in Helsinki, hence contributing to finalization of the pre-study as well as
Forum preparations.

1.4 Forum participants and structure of report
The 1st Arctic Resilience Forum gathered nearly 100 Arctic experts, policymakers, and various
key stakeholders, with representatives from the Arctic Council States, Working Groups,
Permanent Participants, and Observers; national, regional and local government; indigenous
organizations; academia; industry; and non-governmental organizations; as well as local
youth that participated in a side event.
The Forum was organized as a 2-day event at the Science Centre Pilke in Rovaniemi, in
cooperation with the Science Centre Arktikum. Metsähallitus, the enterprise
administering state-owned land and water areas in Finland, organized a forest excursion in
Jäkälänselkä forest, focusing on principles and methods of sustainable forestry, and climate
action in climate-smart forestry and logistics. The first day was an open Forum for
exchanging and discussing good practices in resilience across the Arctic region (chapter 2).
Each session concluded with a panel discussion, where the keynote joined the other session
speakers for a moderated discussion, also opened the floor for interactive sharing of
experiences and good practices. The second day of the Forum continued to share
experiences and lessons learned for operationalizing climate resilience in the Arctic,
highlighting approaches and experiences of the Arctic Council Working Groups (chapter 3).
Some of the key outcomes and suggestions for follow-up are highlighted in chapter 4.
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Annex 1 presents the program of the Forum with links to presentations provided during the
Forum. Annex 2 includes the biographies of the speakers. Annex 3 outlines actions and
projects suggested by the Arctic Council Working Groups, while Annex 4 presents examples
of building resilience in Arctic regions – cases submitted by Arctic States, Permanent
Participants, Observers and other Arctic stakeholders in the run-up to the Forum.

The Science Centre Pilke – venue for the forum in Rovaniemi (Photo: Kaisa Vainio /Metsähallitus)
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2 Good practices and tools in Arctic
Resilience - Day 1 summary
2.1 Setting the stage for the Forum (Opening Session)
The Forum was opened by Jaana Husu-Kallio, Permanent Secretary of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry, Finland, and member of the Finnish Arctic Advisory Board.
In her opening speech, Husu-Kallio emphasized resilience as a common denominator for the
three central international agreements to battle global warming: the 2030 Agenda, the Paris
agreement, and the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction. The stewardship of local
people, the livelihoods of the North, as well as education, scientific research and technological
capabilities all provide important building blocks for Arctic resilience. Husu-Kallio pointed
out that there is no time to lose because some of the changes may take place surprisingly fast.
The better foresight we have in developing new climate resilient solutions and management of
weather and climate risks, the less costly will the future be for us. The Arctic Resilience Action
Framework, developed by the Arctic Council, provides a useful way of framing the exchange
of good practices and mutual learning that is expected from the Forum, and urged the
participants towards active participation and exchange.

2.1.1 On climate resilience and Arctic communities (Gunn-Britt
Retter)
Drawing on her own home community, Gunn-Britt Retter, Head of the Arctic and
Environment Unit, Sámi Council, highlighted in her speech how the Sámi people have always
adapted to change. Indigenous Peoples’ communities across the Arctic share similar kinds of
societal structures based on horizontal (family based) governance systems, a type of
knowledge that springs from a close relationship to nature and a semi-nomadic lifestyle. These
systems, which have flexibly adapted to change, are now challenged by formal government
structures based on administrative levels and policy implementation that often fails to take
account of context. In addition, the land has become more fragmented by other uses, and
indigenous communities are no longer living in isolation. In addition, rapidly warming
temperatures due to climate change are remaking the Arctic landscape in ways never before
seen. We need to learn from each other how to secure resilient communities that can adapt to
inevitable changes. Retter concluded by citing Prof. Kirsten Hastrup at the closing session of
the UArctic conference 2018 in Helsinki, “we have to work along with the changes”. We need
to adapt to those changes that we cannot do anything about, and learn from the flexibility of
Arctic communities.
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2.1.2 Resilience and new directions for Arctic development
(Sverker Sörlin)
In his keynote, Prof. Sverker Sörlin from the KTH Royal Institute of Technology
discussed the concept of resilience from the notion that prediction is becoming increasingly
difficult. In a social context, resilience is about things we are familiar with, and related to trust,
resources, and a healthy society overall. Originally developed within ecology, the idea has
expanded and been integrated with other concepts, such as sustainability, planetary
boundaries, tipping points, and concepts of environment. Sörlin pointed to the Arctic
Resilience Report, which was a very ambitious and challenging project, and which resulted in
a comprehensive understanding of what is going on in Arctic areas. In the Arctic Resilience
Action Framework (ARAF),, the interconnection between resilience and related climate and
sustainability concepts is inevitable, although interestingly enough the ARAF itself does not
once mention terms such as the Anthropocene, fossil fuels, sustainability, transition or wellbeing. Because the resilience concept focuses heavily on the interconnectedness of social and
ecological systems, Sörlin stated that resilience pushes us to think “outside the box”.
Sörlin presented changing concepts and attitudes towards resilience. One example is the
formal and informal heritage processes for Arctic post extraction societies and the building of
new attitudes towards responsible resource extraction, studied in the REXSAC project on
Arctic mining societies.
Sörlin also pointed out that ice is a highly political subject, in some cases protected by
environmental laws. Greening of the Poles can refer to ecological, or to political greening, as
can be the case of some of the numerous nature reserves created in the North during the last
years. Another example of the high political appeal of ice is illustrated by the turbulence
around ‘feminist glaciology’ in 2016. It shows how the human research on ice is changing.
Another example is the acknowledgement of cooperation with the local communities in
sciences, which actually was there already 100 years ago, but not recognized until recently.
With regards to operationalizing resilience, Sörlin highlighted the diversity of knowledge from
many fields that needs to be linked up. Meanwhile, there is a lot to learn from previous politics
and interventions, a need to broaden our understanding of what we know. Most people in
Arctic research and local Arctic communities are engaged in resilience, but it is important to
remember that climate change was on the agenda already in the 50’s. There is an entire
generation of researchers and people raised into this reality, and in this respect the Arctic
Resilience Action Framework is unnecessarily timid. We need to talk more about agency,
specifically on the grassroot level. The urgent question is how to make real progress for
sustainability and livability of Arctic regions.
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2.2 Analyzing and Understanding Risk and Resilience
in the Arctic (Session 1)
2.2.1 “Weather is the boss” – meteorological services and
cooperation in the Arctic (Juhani Damski)
Prof. Juhani Damski, Director General of the Finnish Meteorological Institute,
gave a keynote on the importance and possibilities of Arctic meteorological services and
cooperation. Risks related to climate change are among the highest risks according to World
Economic Forum analyses, and Arctic areas are warming faster than any other area in the
world. Recent analyses also show that we are not reaching the goals of the Paris agreement in
climate mitigation, therefore more efforts need to be put in adaptation measures. Climate
change in the Arctic area has far reaching impacts globally, and we need to recognize that
weather is affecting everything, “weather is the boss”. We need strategic infrastructure to
better forecast and understand the weather, need to enhance our Arctic monitoring
capabilities of atmosphere, cryosphere and oceans, which also requires enhanced scientific
collaboration, data sharing, exploration of new sustainable technologies, and stronger
customer orientation. Damski also highlighted the need to provide good services to politicians,
civil servants, investors, and local community, and the need to strengthen the link between
science and indigenous (local) knowledge. Damski stressed that meteorological cooperation is
one of the priorities of the Finnish chairmanship. There are a lot of practical on-going efforts
related to knowledge development that can be further advanced to protect our Arctic heritage.

2.2.2 Integrating resilience and sustainable development in a panArctic concept (Tatiana Vlasova)
Dr. Tatiana Vlasova, Institute of Geography, Russian Academy of Sciences,
elaborated on the benefits of integrating resilience theory with the UN concept of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG). While the SDGs are better known to national decision makers and
in global fora, resilience can help put focus on how goals and targets function in specific Arctic
features. These include e.g. how Arctic climate change affects Indigenous Peoples, whose
traditional livelihoods are closely interrelated with climate and environment, with a special
attention on “mixed and subsistence economies”, or community flexibility. Integrating
resilience building with SDGs will enable a better monitoring of the sustainability of Arctic
socio-ecological systems. One suggestion is to create a pan-Arctic sustainability monitoring
network on the basis of multiple existing stakeholders, such as ARAF, the Sustainable
Development Working Group, the Cold and High Altitude Regions Commission of the
International Geographical Union (IGU-CHAR), the Arctic resilience collaborative research
projects of Belmont Forum, as well as the International Arctic Social Sciences Association
(IASSA), Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) and local activities.
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2.2.3 Experiences on developing climate services in Norway (Inger
Hanssen-Bauer)
Prof. Inger Hanssen-Bauer, Head of the Norwegian Centre for Climate Services (NCCS), presented

the center’s operations and lessons learned. The Norwegian Centre for Climate Services was
established to provide decision makers with information relevant for climate adaptation - in a
changing climate. Lessons learned so far include the understanding that different users need
information in different formats, and services need to be tailored to meet these different needs
in order to have an impact. Second, a sound and broad scientific basis is necessary, and a
common basis is helpful (such as the “Climate in Norway 2100” – report). Third, although
communication between different sectors and groups may sometimes be challenging and/or
time consuming, close contact with practitioners and users of information is essential when
the aim is to produce knowledge relevant for societies in urgent need of strengthened climate
resilience.

Climate scenarios project dramatic changes in temperature, precipitation and snow conditions in the
key areas for reindeer herding in the Arctic (Photo: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry of Finland)

2.2.4 Good practices from Iceland in risk assessment and
adaptation to climate change (Sigrún Karlsdóttir)
Dr. Sigrún Karlsdóttir, Director of Natural Hazards at the Icelandic
Meteorological Office, presented experiences from Iceland on risk assessment of natural
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hazards, and adaptation to climate change, with a focus on the energy sector. Karlsdóttir
highlighted the importance to involve local municipalities to get local ownership and feedback
and establish trust and common understanding between institutions and scientists. In the
energy sector, the national hydro-company has integrated scientific findings on climate
change into investment planning and decision making in order to climate screen and
strengthen the resilience of the energy sector. Information has also been made available for
the public on how to e.g. utilize wind energy in a changing climate. Based on lessons learned
from other Nordic countries, there has also been identified a need to create a center of
excellence for climate change in Iceland.

2.2.5 Panel discussion on risk assessment and analysis
The panel discussion focused on dealing with uncertainties and future risks, learning from
past emergencies, and adopting new technologies, as well as risks related to the resilience of
infrastructure. The need to emphasize both local but also governmental agency was voiced, as
well as the need for multidisciplinary cooperation, open data sharing and common visions.

2.3 Building Resilience and Adaptation Capacity
(Session 2)
2.3.1 Operationalizing social-ecological resilience (Martin
Sommerkorn)
Dr. Martin Sommerkorn, Head of Conservation at WWF Arctic, Norway, gave a
keynote on the current state and actions needed for building resilience and adaptation capacity.
The resilience approach is about bridging the gap between society and environment, with a
focus on human agency. There is an increased interest in standardized tools for assessment
and analysis, but a too narrow set of tools may block the deeper understanding of systems,
where e.g. risks are always interrelated with rights and societal developments. There are
different strategies to strengthen resilience, which could be grouped along the axes of system
structures - system dynamics, and system analysis – management and governance. Capacities
to engage with include natural, human, social, and cultural capital, as well as institutions,
infrastructures, financial capital and knowledge.
Sommerkorn highlighted this point through examples: co-production of knowledge and
learning includes the desire to work with the best knowledge base, but also challenges related
to e.g. the power of knowledge, as experienced in the co-management systems in Canada.
Regarding local participation in observation of change, there are promising emerging network
initiatives, namely the Circumpolar Local Environmental Observer Network (CLEO) and the
Circum-Arctic Coastal Communities Knowledge Network (CACCON). Both highlight that
participation is needed, but participation is more than observation.
Regarding tools for assessing ecosystem management strategies, there are numerous ongoing
processes for making ecosystem-based management fit for responding to scenarios of climate
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change, and stakeholder discussions where research needs, and societal needs are united and
discussed. Another area of challenge is stewardship of local ecosystems.
The relation between conservation, preservation and resilience is also an intriguing question.
By fostering adaptation, resilience and development operations, we can steer towards
alternative futures, but not knowing the future calls for keeping all services available, and
hence safeguarding the widest possible sets of biodiversity today – as well as in the future.
Sommerkorn pointed out that currently we are not far with utilizing ecosystem services for
strengthening resilience and adaptation in the Arctic. Dedicated Arctic multi-stakeholder
processes, indicators monitoring the full range of resilience status, as well as investment
schemes for supporting resilience action are non-existent. Millions of dollars are invested in
the Arctic, but commercial tools are not tailored and screened for ecosystem sustainability, as
they only measure direct monetized values. Finally, a concern that has been voiced by both
CAFF and PAME, is that we are monitoring a system we do not know, because we monitor
species, but not ecosystems as such.

2.3.2 Participatory dialogue processes in land use (Pentti
Hyttinen)
Dr. Pentti Hyttinen, Director General of the Finnish state-owned forest
enterprise Metsähallitus, presented how stakeholders are involved in decision making
concerning land use in Northern Finland and Finnish Sápmi. Metsähallitus is responsible for
managing, using and protecting all state-owned land in Finland and Lapland, and more than
90% of the land in many municipalities is actually state-owned. The main tool in reaching
agreement between different interests of stakeholders is the annual natural resource planning,
which is a bottom- up planning process focused on stakeholder interaction, seeking to
recognize the needs for different land use and natural resources of livelihoods and local
communities, and with the aim of increasing, not stripping, the future potential. Different
stakeholders are involved in the planning work e.g. through workshops, site visits,
questionnaires, different kinds of tools, incl. even virtual 3d models. Local communities are
encouraged to participate in finding common solutions.
As an example, enabling reindeer herders to secure conditions for their livelihood is extremely
important, and there is a specific agreement that secures the interest of reindeer herders in
land planning, leading to more reindeer-friendly forestry. Hyttinen highlighted Akwé: Kon
guidelines that are used in stakeholder dialogue with Sámi communities and negotiations with
the Sámi Parliament, as well as methodologies of inclusive planning with local communities
and with environmental organizations, which are used e.g. when developing tourism centers.
The experience shows that through interaction and communication the risks of conflict and
misunderstanding can be considerably reduced.
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Reconciling various land uses, livelihoods and the needs of local communities through participatory
processes is key for sustainable development (Photo: Kaisa Vainio /Metsähallitus)

2.3.3 Local Arctic Environmental Observations (Mika Aromäki)
Mika Aromäki, Coordinator at the Sámi Education Institute in Inari, Finland,
presented the “Local observations from the environment in the Arctic” – project, which is a
part of the international CLEO network, and coordinated by the Sámi Education Centre with
participation of the Finnish Environment Institute and the Ministry of the Environment, and
supported by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Sámi Parliament.
The aim is to engage local communities when gathering environmental data into a global
network. In Finland, the participants in the project are the students of the Sámi Education
Institute, which are mainly Finnish and Sámi herders, and the project is piloting
environmental monitoring of water. Snow structure is another focus in the project, as it is
affecting e.g. the migration in reindeer herding.
As one case, a smartphone interface has been established that enables local students to
measure and report on the state of palsa (permafrost mounds found in Finnish Lapland).
Palsas were used as landmarks when moving with the reindeer but are now increasingly
disappearing.

2.3.4 Mental health and suicide prevention (Joanna MacDonald)
Joanna MacDonald, Climate Change and Health Officer at the Inuit Circumpolar
Council (ICC), presented mental health work that the ICC is doing under the Arctic Council.
For over a decade, ICC has identified mental health issues and suicide prevention as a central
part of their work.
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Inuit suicide rates are well above average, and research has identified a connection between
climate change, mental health, and hence resilience. Climate change and the change in lifestyle that it brings, impacts directly on physical health, physical injury and death, obesity,
diabetes. Furthermore, changes in ice brings changes in place-related identities, which can
lead to depression, sadness, a decreased sense of capabilities, or drug use. MacDonald pointed
out that resilient communities are healthy communities, and adaptation to new situations is
easier for mentally healthy people.
The current work is based on the Arctic Health Declaration signed 2011 in Nuuk, and on
previous projects conducted under the Chairmanships of Canada and the U.S., and are now
advanced and broadened under the Finish Chairmanship. A discussion paper, Advancing
Indigenous Suicide Prevention in the Circumpolar Arctic, has been published on ICC Canada’s
web site). The work is based on a circumpolar network, promoting community engagement.
knowledge translation, and capacity building through digital storytelling on mental health
issues.

2.3.5 Panel discussion on building resilience and adaptation
capacity
The panel discussion highlighted the importance of inclusiveness, stressing the importance of
participation of Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities, as well as Non-Governmental
and Civil Society Organisations in building resilience. It is also important to recognize the
diversity of voices, noting that both local communities and CSO’s have different views that
need to be considered. Regarding observations, the distinction between local observations as
such, and indigenous knowledge, was noted. Referring back to the presentations, the panelists
highlighted that there exist a multitude of ways to engage and empower people in resilience
building actions.

2.4 Implementing Measures that Build Resilience with
Policy, Planning and Cooperation (Session 3)
2.4.1 Building a Resilient North: Policy, Planning, and
Partnerships in Anchorage, Alaska (Mara Kimmel)
Dr. Mara Kimmel, Deputy Director of Strategy, Scholarship and Research leader
of the at the Anchorage Museum and leader of the Anchorage Municipality’s
Welcoming and Resilience initiatives, gave a keynote highlighting the approach of the
municipality of Anchorage in addressing resilience and inclusion in a comprehensive manner.
Anchorage is a typical Northern urban center in change, facing multiple transformation
challenges e.g. related to its economic development, social inclusion equities as well as a
changing environment. The city is built on ancient Athabaskan land, and currently reliant on
the oil and gas industry, but now exploring alternatives. “Brain waste” being also one of the
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challenges, Anchorage has to look into how to better integrate the capacities of both
indigenous and immigrant communities.
A range of practical measure have been undertaken to systematically include especially
immigrant communities. The Welcoming Anchorage Roadmap and the Resilient Anchorage
Roadmap aim at building communities’ capacity to thrive and survive chronic stress and foster
an equitable, inclusive and diverse society. Sharing experiences and values of multiple
stakeholders is an important part, as well as building sound economic well-being, including a
vibrant renewable energy sector.
Kimmel stressed that the work cannot be done by the municipality alone. Four major resilience
partners have been identified including: Different sectors of governance (tribes, municipalities
etc.), knowledge holders (incl. scientists, Indigenous Peoples and local knowledge holders),
business community, and design community (to envision what a welcoming and resilient
Anchorage will look like). One of the biggest challenges is, together with scientists, to
communicate what changes are expected in the community and identify and communicate the
expected impacts of change. Another major challenge is the lack of resources. While the
resilience framework is important, it is essential to find concrete resources to implement the
identified actions. Finally, the challenge is to make the development relevant to the
communities, to create our own fates and to re-envision the basic needs of a self-reliant North.

2.4.2 Building politics and action on indigenous knowledge
(Pipaluk Lykke)
Pipaluk Lykke, Cultural innovator of the NEBULA company in Greenland and
initiator of the Arctic Nomads project told the story of this project on dog sledging. Dog
sledging has been an integral part of life in Greenland and an important part of a vibrant Inuit
culture. The sledge dog is protected in Greenland and is a unique dog species stemming from
a different ancient wolf ancestor than most other dog species.
Between 1955 – 2015, the number of registered sledge dogs in Greenland has fallen by more
than a half to around 15 000 in 2015 and it is still decreasing. This is due to changes in culture
and lifestyle (with people increasingly using snowmobiles) but also climate change creates
different conditions on the land that was once used for sledging. The economy of Greenland
has also undergone huge change, and the need for sledging in hunting and fishing is declining.
At the same time, life style diseases such as obesity and diabetes are rising, and people are
becoming more immobile.
The Arctic Nomads project invited all circumpolar Inuit communities to Greenland to discuss
issues related to the livelihood of dog sledging. The tourism industry and business
development organizations, researchers, and local politicians were also invited to contribute.
The project produced jointly a booklet with 22 recommendations, and also led to concrete
actions, such as a government-initiated vaccination and chipping program of dogs, as well as
possible further actions in an upcoming government program. There is also an aspiration to
get dog sledging onto the UN cultural heritage list.
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2.4.3 Pros and cons of the resilience building concept - from an
Indigenous Peoples’ perspective (Tuomas Aslak Juuso)
Tuomas Aslak Juuso, second vice-president for the Sámi Parliament in Finland, provided
some insight on the perception of resilience to representatives of Indigenous Peoples of the
North.
Resilience carries both positive and negative connotations. On the positive side is the
acknowledgment that development based on indigenous knowledge has enabled the Sámi
people to still be strong today, despite many challenges. Resilience thinking allows to develop
a better understanding of the needs of Sámi people. On the negative side is the question of
who has the power to define ‘good resilience’ and the risk for conflict with the selfdetermination right of the Sámi.
For the Sámi, resilience is related to at least the following elements that can reduce the risks
of negative impacts from climate change. These include strong livelihoods (allowing for
resilient and self-sufficient societies); space (Indigenous Peoples’ livelihoods are tightly linked
to land and waters and space); and co-existence and cooperation with nation-states (learning
from one another, while preserving the right to have aspirations for their own people). Climate
change is affecting our societies right now. At the same time, decisions are made for Sámi that
split the lands and spaces available for traditional livelihoods and these pose threats to the
resilience of our societies.
On the other hand, there are possibilities. Finland is the only country that has implemented
Akwe:Kon guidelines (also referred to in the presentation of Pentti Hyttinen) into national
practice. This can be a potential tool for stronger participation of local communities and there
are already promising results on involving local societies (Sidas) in the development of land
management. This shows good potential for the future, but political will is needed. It is time
to stop simply talking about resilience and put it into action.

2.4.4 Resilience through Education (Courtney Pegus)
Courtney Pegus, PhD student at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, presented
findings of the University’s Resilience Education Program.
Several steps need to be taken to improve resilience in communities, and community
participation is crucial. Informed and educated inhabitants make resilience action more
efficient. He noted that an identified challenge is that indigenous communities can be
disenfranchised by western science, which can be perceived as linear and disembodied, in
comparison to indigenous knowledge.
He presented work conducted for several years at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, on
educational programs, where western disciplines are put into indigenous contexts, reducing
the alienation of indigenous students.
One of the important methods has been to include elders and community members in the
educational and scientific action and “wrap science” into concepts that are more familiar and
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accessible to indigenous students. One example is to put the entire learning experience in a
format where traditional knowledge would typically be passed, mixing indigenous stories,
place-based learning as well as physical experiences with fundamental concepts of western
science.

2.4.5 Panel discussion on implementing measures that build
resilience with policy, planning and cooperation
The discussion highlighted the importance of including elders and youth actively in resilience
building activities, as was the case both in the Arctic Nomad project and in the Alaskan
education program.
The role of educational programs in enabling and building resilience was discussed. It was
noted that while some educational programs include elements of indigenous knowledge, they
are often offered by Western-type educational institutions and evaluation is made according
to Western scientific standards. The notion that Western science is culturally neutral was also
questioned.
It was noted that the Arctic Nomads project resembles actions in Alaska, where Athabaskan
elders have brought back dog mushing into the societies, resulting in strengthened structure
in the life of the youth and cultural generation transfer. It was noted that similar concepts of
using cultural symbols to raise the quality of life of peoples and communities could be broader
used also for strengthening resilience.
It was concluded that getting more of these different initiatives together and “joining forces”
could bring new opportunities. It was also noted that for now, almost no cities in the Arctic
(apart from Montreal) are part of the Rockefeller 100 resilient cities.

2.5 Encouraging Investment to Reduce Risk and Build
Resilience (Session 4)
2.5.1 Resilient, climate smart investments in the Arctic
(Husamuddin Ahmadzai)
Dr. Husamuddin Ahmadzai, Special Adviser to the Nordic Environment Finance
Corporation (NEFCO), gave a keynote on climate smart investments building resilience in
the Arctic. While NEFCO is the world’s smallest international financial institution (IFI),
owned by the five Nordic countries, it has recently received a mandate to finance smaller
projects on climate change globally, together with Nordic enterprises. Among innovative
financial solutions, NEFCO is one of the most advanced in microfinance and small-scale
financing.
Ahmadzai highlighted food (and food security), water, and energy, as areas in need of climate
smart and resilient investments in the Arctic. In the Arctic, attention is required to ensure
good governance as well as flexibility in realizing climate related investments. While the focus
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of the Forum was on resilience building, Ahmadzai stressed the importance of urgently and
simultaneously ensuring that global emissions reductions are achieved, to provide a chance
for resilience building investments in the Arctic to be effective.
Ahmadzai also highlighted the possibility to learn from experiences from other environmental
and sustainability driven investments in the Arctic that have among other things addressed
contaminated hot spots in the Arctic. There is already a lot of identified challenges and
initiatives covering e.g. the heavy industries, oil and gas, the large marine ecosystems, mercury,
and black carbon in the region. Some good practices have already been gained worldwide in
e.g. achieving the reduction of ozone.
NEFCO contributes to Arctic and global development mainly through a large portfolio of
instruments for small scale interventions, including the Barents hot spot facility, project
support instruments of the Arctic Council, and different public-private instruments. While
especially private investments are needed for securing a sound enough base for long-term
development, the role of NEFCO (and other IFI’s) is to bring risk reduction and guarantees to
the client. When looking for financing sources for Arctic resilience building it is crucial to
ensure that strict sustainability criteria are respected, and that projects properly address
grievance, monitoring and reporting requirements, and include a credible exit strategy.

2.5.2 EU action on climate adaptation (Max Linsen)
Max Linsen, Policy Officer at the European Commission, DG Climate Action,
presented current EU developments and instruments relevant for Arctic resilience (on behalf
of Elena Višnar Malinovská, Head of the Adaptation Unit).
Linsen stressed the need for actions both within and outside the Arctic due to the crucial role
of the Arctic in global changes, and the high cost that climate change entails for Arctic
ecosystems and infrastructures.
The EU adaptation strategy 2013 is based on a multilevel governance approach of what is
needed to reach a more climate adaptive Europe and includes both a general and a local level,
as well as a third pillar focused on knowledge and dissemination of knowledge. A recent
evaluation shows that the strategy addresses real needs but recommends further alignment
with recent international agreements, implementation of national and sub-national strategies
and involvement of business and insurers to raise investments. One of the main challenges
remains bridging the gap between high level policies and grass-root projects and to build
measures for funding on different levels.
The need for regional cooperation is further emphasized by the fact that the most climatevulnerable sectors are agriculture and forestry. EU supports regional cooperation by funding
cooperation mechanisms (“soft measures”) within four macro-regional strategies, but none of
these is focused on the Arctic region.
The EU Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy covers a large share of European territory
and more than 7700 cities, of which around 1000 are implementing adaptation plans.
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However, cities and communities in the Arctic region have not joined the Covenant to the same
extent as the rest of the region, and reasons for this should be further explored.
Climate action is successfully being mainstreamed in EU funding and around 500 projects
under the structural investment funds will be screened according to specific guidelines. The
budget focus on climate related action, including development cooperation in the EU budget
2014-2020 is at least 20% (€180 billion), and will in the next funding period rise to 25%. In
the future EU budget, climate considerations will be integrated into all main spending areas
and climate proofing in terms of resilience will be applied to all projects with the time span of
min. 5 years. For example, the LIFE program, which targets e.g. urban climate action and
vulnerable sectors such as agriculture, forestry, and tourism, will grow significantly. LIFE
provides funding for pilot, demonstration, best practice and governance projects, as well as
integrated projects implementing climate plans and strategies at large geographic scale.
The EU Action Plan on financing sustainable growth, adopted in January 2018, contains 10
actions on climate mitigation and adaptation, and the first results are expected already in 2019.

2.5.3 Developing a sustainable tourism sector in a changing Arctic
(Rauno Posio)
Rauno Posio, project leader of Visit Arctic Europe, a joint marketing and development
project for Northern Scandinavian region travel companies, talked about how the tourism
sector in Arctic Europe is adapting. The interest in Lapland as a travel destiny with its pure air
and nature is growing, at the same time as the snowy season is dramatically shortening.

While the interest in Arctic regions as travel destination is growing, climate change amplifies the
pressures on sustainability (Photo: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry of Finland).
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At the same time that global warming needs to be combated, the small tourism industry in
Lapland must adapt. Tourism companies in the area are small, often micro-companies. These
companies struggle with developing year-round livelihoods and seldom have resources for
product development or market influence on their own. The Visit Arctic Europe project, first
established in 2015, has shown that cross-border cooperation in the North can be very
powerful. The project has so far involved 90 companies from Northern and Sápmi areas in
Finland, Sweden and Norway. The project has been funded by Interreg North and is now
entering its second phase, where all year-round business and employment will be in the focus
of sustainable Arctic tourism development.

2.5.4 On mobilizing the wide spectra of investment (Joel Clement)
Joel Clement, Senior Fellow at Harvard Kennedy School, co-chair of the Arctic Resilience
Report (2016) and one of the key persons in establishing the ARAF (2017), raised the
importance of mobilizing the whole spectra of financial possibilities for Arctic resilience. The
resilience framework expresses the needs for financing, and there needs to be a plan for
directing funds strategically and accelerating the mobilization of funds for arctic resilience.
Apart from public and private funding, also philanthropic investments are important to keep
in mind when building a plan for how to mobilize investment across private and public
boundaries and geographical borders.

2.5.5 Panel discussion on encouraging investment to reduce risk
and build resilience
The panel discussion focused on the challenges both of identifying and defining “bankable
resilience projects and initiatives” as well as communicating these investment needs from a
climate resilience building perspective, with multiple development benefits. While the urgent
need to catalyze finance for reducing global greenhouse gas emissions was recognized, the
need of investments in strengthening resilience in Arctic can help prevent climate risks from
becoming reality, while at the same time help create new livelihoods that are more climate
compatible. Sustainability in investment was discussed. A question was raised on the role of
the Arctic Investment Protocol, launched by the World Economic Forum in 2015 and governed
by the Arctic Economic Council, as a tool for resilience. The discussion noted that existing
tools for addressing ecological impacts need to be used, but also social issues as well as the
traditional knowledge of indigenous communities need to be integrated into investment
prioritization, formulation and implementation. The availability of financial resources was
identified as a key challenge and there is a need to further explore multiple and innovative
sources for financing resilience action. Of crucial importance is also how the benefits of
investments are shared with local communities. There exist good practices from different
sectors and different regions that can serve arctic regions as well. Despite particular
characteristics of the Arctic there is no need or time to reinvent the wheel. As a concrete
example, the tourism sector was highlighted, as a sector that can increase the economic
sustainability of local communities, at the same time as the importance of sustainability in
tourism is becoming increasingly important also for the consumers.
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2.6 Where do we stand and ways forward (closing
session)
Day 1 was concluded with a closing session, inviting Forum participants to reflect openly about
their initial conclusions and key takeaways.
Marcus Carson, Senior Research Fellow, Stockholm Environment Institute,
stressed the importance of linking people and nature, with an emphasis on human agency and
on our capacity to gain insight, make decisions and act on these. A key challenge is to bridge
the silos between knowledge systems (human and natural sciences, sciences and indigenous
knowledge, expertise in policy, implementation and practice) and to secure the resources to
tackle challenges from many different angles. There is also an urgent need to move from
insight to action, to achieve changes in patterns of behavior and to translate high level policies
into practical local action. For communities, the most important contributor is the ability to
self-organize, and that capacity requires practice.
René Söderman, Senior Arctic Official, Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland,
stressed the concept of resilience as a way to organize our mind and explain what needs to be
done. Quoting President Tarja Halonen at the recent UArctic Congress, “climate change is not
a project”. The Arctic Council aims to promote sustainable development with a focus on
climate work. This is our responsibility towards the future generation, and in this work, we
need to respect all stakeholders and have the dignity to do the right things.
Ambassador Björn Lyrvall, Senior Arctic Official, Ministry for Foreign Affairs of
Sweden, concluded that the day had shown the importance of the resilience perspective. This
kind of Forum was exactly what was envisioned a few years ago, when Sweden and the U.S.
engaged in this project. The idea was to launch an interdisciplinary project to investigate Arctic
response to shocks in ecosystems and to look into the factors that influence the possibilities of
the populations and communities to effectively respond to these shocks. Now we are about to
achieve some of the main aims of the project. We have a deeper understanding of socioecological tipping points and of the importance of resilience in the work of the Arctic Council
and its WGs. Now the priority is to develop ways to convert these insights into action.
Reid Creedon, U.S. Head of Delegation to the Sustainable Development Working
Group, returned to the question posed earlier during the day by Tuomas Aslak Juuso (session
3) on “who defines resilience”. Resilience is successful response to change, so the question is
really who defines success. We need collaboration between and across the Arctic Council
players and other stakeholders, and we need to keep going and continue to develop the
network of people who define resilience.
Ethel Blake, Chair and Head of Delegation for Gwich'in Council International
(GCI) emphasized the resilience of Arctic Indigenous Peoples, referring to the case of the oil
field in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR). The Arctic Council has for a long time
stressed the importance of having representatives of Indigenous Peoples at the table and
taking indigenous knowledge into account. She noted that indigenous knowledge is the
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knowledge coming from our land that has been passed from one generation to another and
giving the ability to continue to adapt to changes. However, today’s changes are changing the
very core possibilities for indigenous knowledge. The Arctic Council is encouraged to continue
the work with Indigenous Peoples at the table to determine how resilience thinking and
indigenous knowledge will be incorporated into science.
Teppo Säkkinen, Special Adviser to the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry in
Finland Jari Leppä, concluded the day by reminding that agriculture and forestry are
examples of livelihoods that are extremely vulnerable to climate change, and that change
comes with a price tag, referring to special subsidy packages for agriculture, needed this year
among other in Finland due to an exceptionally hot and dry summer. Adaptation and
mitigation to climate change also comes with a price tag, and although resilience is much about
local communities, also nation states have the responsibility to improve resilience. Adaptation
and resilience go well together, as Prof Sörlin pointed out, it is about bending without breaking.
The connections between resilience and sustainability have also been pointed out, and
resilient societies are in other words good, healthy, working societies. Overarching knowledge
is an important theme, including both scientific and indigenous knowledge, and knowledge is
needed also for the benefit of local communities, whether it is about calculating fishery quotas,
or utilizing meteorological and climate data for the tourism sector. It is important to remember
that the Arctic is not an empty space, but the home of many different peoples and livelihoods.
Säkkinen concluded the day with a few words about the sustainable venue of the Forum, the
Science Centre Pilke, and thanked all the participants for a fruitful and educational day.

Strengthening the resilience of traditional livelihoods is key for longer-term viability of local
communities (Photo: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry of Finland).
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3 Resilience in the work of the Arctic
Council – Day 2 summary
During the second day of the Forum participants continued to share experiences and lessons
learned for operationalizing climate resilience in the Arctic. The approaches and experiences
of the Arctic Council Working Groups were highlighted, and ways forward identified through
interactive workshop sessions and plenaries.
The overall aims of Day 2 were to i) share experiences and lessons learned for operationalizing
climate resilience in the Arctic, and to ii) identify ways to harness synergies, enhance
collaboration and help accelerate concrete action for climate resilience in a region highly
impacted by climate change.
The day included both plenary sessions and parallel sessions in breakout groups, facilitated by
selected ARAF Implementation Team representatives and Gaia Consulting. Hereby the second
day aimed to help operationalize and mainstream climate resilience more broadly – in the
work of Arctic Council and its Working Groups, but also by all other Arctic stakeholders, noting
that “everyone´s collaboration is needed”.

3.1 Plenary Session: Presentation of good practices by
Arctic Council Working Groups
René Söderman, Senior Arctic Official, Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland,
introduced the day by referring back to the warning signs of climate change that speakers
during day 1 had voiced, and the importance of forming a better understanding of the
opportunities and of learning from concrete good practices. Resilience can help us to see the
bigger picture of climate change, where changes and impacts are interconnected, and
especially to recognize the concrete impacts climate change has on communities. The Arctic
Council Working Groups are all involved in resilience building actions. The aims of the first
session are to describe climate risks of key concern, and in particular learn how Arctic climate
resilience is currently being strengthened through the work of the Arctic Council Working
Groups.

3.1.1 Arctic Contaminants Action Program, ACAP (Ulrik
Westman)
Ulrik Westman, Chair of the Arctic Contaminants Action Program (ACAP),
presented the Working Group’s action-oriented projects on how to combat pollution in the
Arctic environment. He emphasized that resilience is about being prepared to take action and
that projects within ACAP focus on being prepared and able to adapt to extensive and costly
change, avoiding difficult consequences.
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Among ACAP resilience projects CLEO – the circumpolar local observation network was
noted, making observations web-accessible, including a mobile app launched in February
2016, which has developed into a powerful tool in the field, providing robust field reporting
capabilities even in the most remote areas. The tool has spread from Canada to the entire
Pacific coast of North America, and it is being established in the Nordic countries, and there
are plans towards Russian indigenous communities. The purpose is to help improve
preparedness by enabling early documentation of contaminants in the environment, and
encourage actions to reduce emission and releases of other pollutants in the environment
The Arctic Black Carbon Case Studies Platform, done together with the EPPR Working Group,
provides a «one stop shop» for best practices and lessons learned from black carbon
demonstration projects from across the Arctic region. More case studies are welcome from all
Arctic States, Permanent Participants and Observers. The Community Based Black Carbon
and Public Health Assessment, which recently started, will assess, on a pilot basis, local
sources of black carbon emissions from a representative sampling of Arctic Alaskan and
Russian villages. A framework is being drafted on the community-based assessment of black
carbon and education of local communities about black carbon emissions and risks.
The Mitigation of Black Carbon and Methane from APG Flaring in the Arctic Zone of the
Russian Federation is another project seeking to improve the knowledge on black carbon and
methane emissions in the Russian Arctic, with emphasis on the oil and gas sector, and spur
enhanced actions to reduce APG flaring.

3.1.2 Emergency Prevention, Preparedness and Response, EPPR
(Jens Peter Holst-Andersen)
Jens Peter Holst-Andersen, Chair of the Working Group on Emergency
Prevention, Preparedness and Response (EPPR), emphasized that EPPR work is all
about resilience. To illustrate the impacts of incidents, he showed a video of a landslide leading
to a tsunami in Greenland a year ago, having dramatic effects on a small community.
The project on Prevention, preparedness and response in small communities is related to
resilience and oil spill and aims at building awareness of what incidents may create in small
villages. In the second phase, short awareness videos are being produced. Challenges include
ensuring the engagement of local communities and developing tailored digital outreach
material. Feedback to this first attempt will be used to adapt the materials to ensure they are
being used. Active engagement of the Permanent Participants of the Arctic Council would be
welcome, as well as input from Observers and relevant stakeholders. As noted above, in order
to engage local communities, sufficient time and resources are needed in the design phase,
allowing e.g. for translation of questionnaires and baseline studies for local communities, also
facilitating the tailoring of deliverables, outreach materials, including digital materials
(when/where access to internet is available).
Another project contributing to resilience building presented by Holst-Andersen was the Risk
assessment methods and metadata project, where a guideline document and practical tool
box towards creating best practice in circumpolar marine environmental risk assessment is
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being created. The project needs involvement of Arctic States, Permanent Participants,
Working Groups, Observers and other relevant stakeholders, with a series of webinars
underway. Interested contributors can contact the secretariat.
A third project presented was the implementation of the Framework Plan for Cooperation on
Prevention of Oil Pollution from Petroleum and Maritime Activities in the Marine Areas of
the Arctic. The framework plan covers multiple objectives with direct relevance for resilience,
and EPPR and (co-lead) the Working Group on Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment
(PAME) are in the process of collecting suggestions from the other Working Groups. It was
noted as an example of cross-group collaboration, which is of increasing importance in the
future, in operationalizing and accelerating effective action on resilience.

3.1.3 Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program, AMAP (Tove
Lundeberg)
Tove Lundeberg, vice chair of the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program
(AMAP), emphasized that AMAP aims at building a common understanding of the challenges
related to climate change in the Arctic, and thus builds the knowledge base needed for
resilience action, and combining science and indigenous and local communities’ knowledge.
AMAP assesses the status and trends for climate change and pollution in the Arctic, as well as
the effects of these changes on the ecosystems and humans - and proposes actions for national
and international processes and policy development.
The Snow, Water, Ice and Permafrost in the Arctic (SWIPA) assessment explores changes in
the cryosphere, such as temperature loss, sea level, etc. The report shows that the Arctic today
differs a lot from the Arctic a few decades ago, and will continue to change, even if we succeed
with climate change mitigation. The recommendations stress the urgent need for adaptation,
filling knowledge gaps and advancing the understanding of the changes, as well as raising
public awareness. AMAP continues to work with the outreach of the project, as the report can
be used as a foundation and contribution for other studies.
The Adaptation Actions for a Changing Arctic (AACA) project consists of three regional
reports on adaptation, exploring how the physical changes together with the socio-economic
changes impact on ecosystems and humans. The work shows the urgent need for adaptation
efforts and the need for protecting and strengthening resilience across socio-ecological
systems. Lundeberg highlighted that the regional report on the Barents region includes a
chapter on resilience, pointing out five qualities with indicators for resilience that makes it
easier to follow up performance.
The long list of planned AMAP activities include several new projects on pollution issues,
climate work, meteorological cooperation, cooperation with the Working Group on Protection
of the Arctic Marine Environment (PAME) on marine litter and cooperation with the Working
Group on Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF) on biodiversity assessment actions.
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3.1.4 Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment, PAME (Jan
Ekebom)
Jan Ekebom, Finland’s representative in the Working Group on Protection of the
Arctic Marine Environment (PAME), presented PAME’s mandate to address policy
measures related to the conservation and sustainable use of the Arctic marine and coastal
environment in response to environmental change. The work of PAME includes development
of best practices, guidelines, and recommendations as well as other policy-related work.
The work plan 2017-19 contains a considerable number of projects, of which many are carried
out in cooperation with other Working Groups and address resilience building. Much of the
work is conducted by PAME’s six Expert Groups.
The Area-based Management Marine Protected Area (MPA) Framework and the MPA
Network Toolbox, a collaboration with the Working Group on Conservation of Arctic Flora
and Fauna (CAFF), is developing pan-arctic MPA networks, building on national efforts. The
Toolbox informs decision-makers, practitioners, Indigenous peoples, and stakeholders
involved in developing MPA networks and ecosystem-based management in the marine Arctic
e.g. through a series of workshops.
The PAME Ecosystem Approach group prepares guidelines on ecosystem approach
management through continuous reporting, a series of workshops and a conference. Other
examples presented include the desktop study on Marine Litter and Microplastics in the
Arctic, cooperation projects between PAME and other Working Groups on marine litter, and
the cooperation with CAFF on invasive alien species.
The MEMA II project - Meaningful Engagement of Indigenous Peoples and Local
Communities in Marine Activities - has summarized some good practices for meaningful
engagement, including identifying issues requiring engagement, developing engagement
plans, considering cultural differences and differences in communication, building trust and
respect, fostering transparency, and reporting back to the community.

3.1.5 Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna, CAFF (Marcus
Carson)
Due to a coinciding meeting, the Working Group on Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna,
(CAFF) was not present at the Forum, but supported Marcus Carson, Senior Research
Fellow, Stockholm Environment Institute, in presenting the Resilience & Management
of Arctic Wetlands initiative, which was initiated by Sweden during the US chairmanship and
is organized within CAFF.
The project aims at enhancing engagement with the roles and functions of Arctic wetlands as
a resource to support sustainable development and resilience in the Arctic. Wetlands
constitute a large part of the Arctic and their role for sustainable development is critical, as
they are directly related to climate change and adaptation, biodiversity, ecosystem services,
and the livelihoods of indigenous and local peoples. The effects of climate change on Arctic
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wetlands, their biodiversity and functioning are still little understood but can be expected to
be considerable.

Protection of ecosystem services and biodiversity are integral parts of climate compatible
development in the Arctic (Photo: Kaisa Vainio/Metsähallitus).

The initial, scoping phase of the project has focused on analyzing wetland inventories,
conducting a scoping study of relevant scientific literature and indigenous and local knowledge,
and identifying key knowledge gaps and research needs. The review of scientific literature on
wetlands identified research from an almost exclusively natural science perspective. Literature
on regulation and management of wetlands in Arctic regions did not show up in the review,
yet we know there is a considerable body of research on the Ramsar Convention, the EU Water
Framework Directive, the Clean Water Act (U.S.) and other efforts to regulate and manage
human activities that impact wetlands areas. However, while this literature is relevant to the
project, it is unclear how much of it speaks directly to Arctic wetlands. The task for the second
phase of the project will be to ensure systematic examination of linkages between the social
and the ecological side, to make the inventories comparable and to ensure that the literature
review encompasses regulation, and sustainable management and use of research relevant to
Arctic wetlands. Carson highlighted the project as an example of resilience building that often
requires bridging of expertise and engaging broad stakeholder action, as he noted the need for
a reference group with broad expertise, a need to link not only natural and social sciences, but
also to bring in people with policy and management expertise. In conclusion he stressed the
need for systematic connection to the policy and implementation side and to recognise and
engage with indigenous and local knowledge.
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3.1.6 Sustainable Development Working Group, SDWG (Pekka
Shemeikka)
Pekka Shemeikka, Chair of the Sustainable Development Working Group SDWG,
highlighted the human dimension and why resilience is relevant to all SDWG initiatives. The
strategic framework of the SDWG includes twelve priorities to help human development, and
projects are clustered along these.
One of the priorities is the development of sustainable economic activities and increasing
community prosperity, including environmentally-friendly economic activity in the energy
sector. SDWG work includes an energy toolkit for local communities, work with remote energy
networks to move from diesel to renewable sources, a series of Arctic energy summits
collecting best practices related to renewable energy and assessing the use of heavy fuel oil in
indigenous communities.
Arctic human health issues and the well-being of people living in the Arctic is another of the
main priorities. Work includes an expert group under SDWG, the OneHealth project,
initiatives related to food production and food security with emphasis on indigenous
knowledge and the Arctic as a food producing region. The Zero Arctic project will develop
regional concepts for Arctic building construction that would be carbon neutral over their full
life cycle. Hence these examples showcase the fact that many of the approximately 30 projects
of SDWG have a strong resilience component, and many of them are climate related.
In addition to implementing its various projects, SDWG also seeks to develop more strategic
guidelines, trying to build a bridge between environmental protection and economic
development, to start a new discourse on sustainable economic development, defined as a low
carbon, resource efficient circular economy in the Arctic. Within this context, one of the
project groups under SDWG is looking at how to better mainstream and harness the potential
of the SDGs in all Arctic cooperation.

3.1.7 Discussion on the Working Group presentations
The discussion focused on how the ARAF framework can serve the resilience work of the Arctic
Council and its Working Groups, and how climate resilience is currently integrated in Working
Group projects. Also, the discussion touched upon how to balance ecological, natural science
perspectives with human and socio-economic perspectives in advancing resilience in Arctic
regions. While each working group approaches resilience questions a bit differently, they
complement each other well and several possibilities for harnessing synergies further do exist.
Pekka Shemeikka concluded that the presentations from day 2 morning session confirm
that there is already a lot of valuable resilience work going on. Referring to the meeting in Levi
in March 2018 (see section 1.3.3), where the resilience Forum was first planned with the
Working Groups, he expressed the hope that the day’s discussions will help the Arctic Council
accelerate action and jointly take steps forward.
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3.2 Guidance and inspiration for day 2 breakout
sessions and plenary
Before breaking out to group sessions (see Annex 1 for day 2 program), guidance and food for
thought for the work in breakout groups was provided by two presentations with a view to
highlight potential tools as well as approaches needed to concretely accelerate resilience
building action.

3.2.1 Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure (Arvo Kokkonen)
Arvo Kokkonen, Director General of National Land Survey of Finland and Chair
of the Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure (ASDI) Board, presented the ASDI project.
The project was established to address the global problems related to spatial data. It is often
difficult to access and combine spatial data, and there is a lack of standardized distribution of
data. The vision is to facilitate access to geospatial information in support of social, economic,
environmental monitoring, decision-making and other needs in the Arctic. Hence the project
aims to promote cooperation and the development of a Spatial Data Infrastructure that
enables discovery, visualization, access, integration and sharing of Arctic geospatial data.
ASDI is a voluntary commitment of the national mapping services of eight Arctic countries. It
is based on using existing data, not aiming to make new mappings.
ASDI services include a web portal that provides easy access to geospatial data viewing and
discovery, a searchable metadata catalogue, authoritative reference data, and thematic data
and partnerships with distributed sources.
The project cooperates with the Arctic Marine SDI Working Group to facilitate access to Arctic
marine data and to integrate sea and land data. On initiative of the US Chairmanship of the
Arctic Council, the work also includes partnering on a Pan-Arctic Digital Elevation Model
(DEM). The project has also started to harmonize a base map using data from mapping
agencies, with the aim of providing a unified topographic view over the entire Arctic. The ASDI
Geoportal was built for browsing, visualizing, analyzing and sharing spatial information. It is
a contribution to common data and can be used free of charge. The Geoportal features a time
series tool that can be used to visualize phenomena over time, as well as dynamic interactive
maps and location search.
In the future, spatial and statistical data will be combined across the Arctic region, enabling
better analysis and better decision making. Improved access to data will help to better predict,
understand and react to changes in the Arctic.

3.2.2 Building bridges to enable resilience action (Joel Clement)
Joel Clement, Senior Fellow, Harvard Kennedy School, began his intervention by
reminding about the tipping points and thresholds, also highlighted in the Arctic Resilience
Report. In order to react to them, we need to know where they are. The changes are already
leading to many local communities losing their land, and urgent reaction is needed. To
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illustrate the challenge, Clement made an experiment with glasses filled with liquid (referring
to a “glass of suffering, that cannot be emptied”) and the need for a strategic approach covering
a mix of adaptation and mitigation measures.
In order to address the challenges, Working Groups, as well as other Arctic stakeholders and
partners, will need resources and good examples of how the ARAF framework can be
operationalized. The Framework can also be used to leverage visibility to the important work
that the Arctic Council and its Working Groups are already doing. As the Arctic changes twice
as fast as the rest of the world, it should be a prioritized target for international investment.
Increased visibility of the Arctic Council work cannot but help leverage the needed funds.

3.3 Breakout Sessions and wrapping up in plenary
Following the morning session (3.1), and the guidance provided for breakout sessions (3.2)
the participants were invited to freely choose their breakout groups, and hence work continued
in six thematic groups, each led by a Working Groups representative and supported by a
facilitator.
The main aims of each breakout session were to identify success criteria and enablers of
climate resilience work (what has worked so far, what could have helped to better manage
climate risks and/or build resilience proactively, with more severe climate risks in sight, will
the same (good or best) approaches work). Cases presented during the first plenary session,
as well as other work done by the Working Groups, were used as input for discussions, but also
experiences of other breakout session participants were invited as input. After discussing in
small groups, the breakout groups convened to share their insights and experiences in plenary.

3.3.1 Emergency Prevention, Preparedness and Response, EPPR
The group chaired by EPPR discussed key success criteria and enablers of climate resilience
work, using the Small Community project and its lessons learned as a case. Good practices so
far included plenty of dedicated people in the working group and a recognition that we are all
doing our best - but also that there is room for improvement. Lessons learned included the
challenges with reaching out to the communities in a way that found the “right people in the
right language and the right communication format”.
The discussion focused on how to work with other organizations and engage them as active
participants in the project. There is a need to raise awareness of the States and the Permanent
Participants about this work and its importance. It was noted that if we want the work to be
important to small communities, the States and the Permanent Participants need to help
EPPR to get the “buy in” of the communities. The importance of respecting the local
communities and inviting them into the project and benefit from their competences would
improve the projects in the future. Importantly, project design needs from the beginning to
take into consideration the possible uses and communication of the results. Training and
capacity building for the communities is important. There were also a range of more practical
suggestions to ensure that projects engage more effectively with local communities, covering
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among other language and communication formats as well as issues related to project time
tables.

3.3.2 Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program, AMAP
The group chaired by AMAP discussed the presentations of the morning session and wished
to emphasize that flexibility, bottom up approaches and cooperation between all Working
Groups is needed, because their mandates are complementary. Information sharing about
climate change, and communication across scales is important. Local communities should
drive research agendas and resilience work should rely on local agency, local needs and
demands. Guidelines for achieving resilience should be context specific. There is also a need
for awareness raising at the local level.
One interesting proposal was to link the Arctic Council’s resilience work to the Sendai
framework and use existing Sendai indicators to measure resilience. The road maps towards
resilience (within the Sendai framework) could be a useful tool.
Further, the group discussed specific challenges with AMAP work, connected to the
distribution of knowledge. The base for AMAP products is scientific knowledge, but there are
challenges in reaching the people that should use this knowledge and in translating it into
usable forms for different user groups. Participants also saw a need to help the users of
knowledge fill gaps in assessments, by integrating indigenous and local knowledge into the
assessments. Also, the interaction with national and EU funding should be improved as an
opportunity for increased action.

3.3.3 Arctic Contaminants Action Program, ACAP
The group chaired by ACAP discussed among other things ACAP’s complementary role with
the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program (AMAP). ACAP takes the knowledge base
created by AMAP and uses this to enable local action, building on recommendations from
AMAP on a more concrete level, and supporting local action. While action takes place on local
level, it is dependent on global conventions. The role of ACAP in building resilience locally is
interrelated with development in global forces, and with sharing expertise and experience. The
group noted that while AMAP has funding for studies, but not for implementation of action,
and the Arctic Council Project Support Instrument, coordinated by NEFCO, had been
established to deal with this, it is still hard to access funding for concrete local action. As ACAP
has an important role in climate mitigation the group also discussed the need to find a balance
between adaptation and mitigation measures, which may compete for the same resources. It
was also discussed that the role of Observers has not been as strong in ACAP as it might be,
which makes it challenging to bring in additional resources. The continuity of expertise is also
a challenge, which threatens institutional knowledge, and makes the work of ACAP even more
crucial. In addition, the gap between reports and policy development, and concrete action, was
discussed, and the need for the Arctic Council and ACAP to show leadership to drive concrete
climate action.
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3.3.4 Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna, CAFF
The group chaired by CAFF5 discussed how to operationalize the idea of resilience and came
up with a couple of different ideas.
It was suggested that each Working Group could report on the best resilience actions to the
Senior Arctic Officials and have a dialogue with them on how to move forward on these. One
suggestion was to start to work jointly with specific projects that are a good fit with resilience
principles, and that have important synergy potentials, such as the wetlands project.

Better harnessing the “outsider” perspective of observers could strengthen the expertise and
capacities of Arctic actors (Photo: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry of Finland)

The group also discussed the possibilities for observers to participate in the Arctic Council
work in general. It was also noted that while we often talk about observers as one entity, these
involve both organizations and Observer States, international intergovernmental and interparliamentary organisations and international non-governmental organisations and they
come with very different capacities. Observers could be better engaged in the work through
bringing in needed expertise and also providing outsider perspectives.

As for the morning session, while no CAFF representatives were present at the Forum, Marcus Carson stepped in
to serve as ad-hoc chair for this breakout group (see also 3.1.5).
5
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3.3.5 Sustainable Development Working Group, SDWG
The group chaired by SDWG discussed resilient communities and the ARAF framework in the
further work of SDWG. The relationship between resilience and sustainable development was
discussed and one way of looking at it is that resilience brings dynamics and agency into the
discussion. Mitigation and adaptation are both important aspects to work with climate change,
and one should not be acted upon at the expense of the other.
There is particular benefit in looking at the interrelations between communities and
environment through a resilience lens, and the Arctic Council should think more about how to
organize itself within this work. There is a need to share best practices and to facilitate bottom
up approaches, and a strong indigenous component is needed in these interactions.
Sustainable economic development also needs to be considered, and the involvement of
responsible private sector and businesses in this work. Research needs to be better
communicated to the communities, and there is a need for education to ensure the well-being
of the communities. SDWG has been involved in resilience relevant projects even before ARAF
(e.g. the Human Development Report), and these can be used as good/best practices to guide
and inspire further work. ARAF is strengthening this work by bringing new opportunities
especially in two respects, by bringing forward and systematizing the knowledge of different
risks, and by serving as a platform for sharing best practices for the benefit of practitioners
and others.

3.3.6 Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment, PAME
The group chaired by PAME discussed the importance of collaboration. To have success, one
has to work with the beneficiaries and in a way that is sustainable beyond today. It is also
elementary to become accountable for the impacts (or the lack of impacts) and how these relate
to climate change and resilience.
To be sustainable beyond today one needs to know how climate change affects the world and
there is especially a need for information that is usable for e.g. local communities’ decision
making. One also needs to bring in the right partners into the collaboration in order to succeed,
as not all expertise, information or resources are in the hands of the Working Groups.
As a concrete example the group discussed cooperation with meteorological institutes, which
is one priority area of PAME. It was discussed how meteorological data can best be used by
local and indigenous communities. The knowledge needs to be presented not only in report,
but it must work and serve on-the-ground work. One can e.g. use different radio alternatives
or meetings between people to pass on the knowledge. In addition, other PAME projects,
which hold potential interest for other Working Groups and could be expanded into broader
Arctic Council projects were discussed – such as initiatives assessing the impact of climate
change on marine areas, or projects investigating how to cope with marine pollution and litter.
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3.4 Final Panel discussion
After the representatives of the Working Groups had summarized the key outcomes of the
group discussions, an expert panel was convened with Co-leads of the ARAF-project Marcus
Carson from Stockholm Environment Institute, Sarah Abdelrahim from US Department
of the Interior, and Saara Lilja-Rothsten from Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in
Finland. The panel also included Joel Clement from Harvard Kennedy School and Timo
Koivurova, Director of the Arctic Centre at the University of Lapland. The panel shared their
insights and reactions to the results of discussions in breakout groups.
Joel Clement noted that one of the challenges coming up in the breakout sessions was that
tipping points can really mean that e.g. the life span of one’s culture is suddenly and abruptly
interrupted, highlighting the need to act promptly. It was also noted that Permanent
Participants in the Arctic Council framework are under resourced, and there should be more
participation of the peoples from the land could bring significant benefits. Perhaps the biggest
challenge with resourcing is that the valuable work of the Arctic Council is still not widely and
internationally known (“actually in some ways, what happens in the Arctic has stayed in the
Arctic”).
Saara Lilja-Rothsten emphasized the rise of awareness as the key issue to strengthening
climate resilience by mitigation and adaptation measures. It is essential that people
understand what resilience means in verytangible ways. She emphasized that the side event
organized by Metsähallitus in Pilke the same day was very valuable, because resilience needs
the voice and understanding of the youth also. The youth had been playing a resilience game,
imagining their future accounting different factors such as income, social equity, and the local
environment. She also brought a message to the Forum from the youth:
”Often the future is pictured in a negative way. It was new to us to handle future
challenges in a positive way. We learned that there are very big risks brought by
climate change. We must find solutions. We must raise the level of awareness. We must
get science, technology and practice to work hand in hand”.
Timo Koivurova gave a brief outline of the work with preparing the Forum and the PreStudy done by the Arctic Centre which focused on Finnish good practices in climate resilience.
He noted that the discussion during breakout sessions had centered much on human
communities, and one suggestion coming up was that the Arctic Council could be a platform
sharing resilience cases of relevance for all Working Groups. This could be done together with
people at the local level, and also with private companies. He reiterated that one key challenge
is that the Arctic Council work is still not well enough known.
Marcus Carson concluded that the engagement during the Forum has been remarkable and
provides a lot more examples to plug into. One important take-home insight from the Forum
could be the realization that it is not possible – and certainly not needed - to keep adaptation,
mitigation and resilience apart. There are many sides to resilience and a key priority is not to
pass key thresholds or tipping points, and hence find ways to avoid the shocks that come with
such shifts. Facilitating engagement might not be the most visible work, but it is in practice
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central to building resilience, and it is vital to ensure that the required resources for building
resilience are made available.
Sarah Abdelrahim emphasized that although the Arctic is not homogenous, there are still
opportunities to learn from one another. The Working Group sessions provided concrete
examples on how we can work with local communities. The ARAF is about highlighting some
of the work already being carried out at different levels. The Arctic Council could make an
important contribution by acting as convener of stakeholders at all different levels and by
sharing information on how to build resilience on all different levels.
Saara Lilja-Rothsten reiterated that there is already a lot of work being done in the Working
Groups. What we would need is to operationalize resilience into actions and pass the
knowledge on to local communities. We need passion and ownership and an understanding
that we all need to be part of the resilience work.
Joel Clement summarised the ARAF as a fantastic tool, but it is still just a paper that provides
a structure. What we need are more examples of concrete work being done together. We need
to further develop and operationalize the framework, in order to make it attractive for funders,
to catalyze required funding for action and serve people concretely on the ground. There is
much work ahead, but this Forum has been a wonderful start.

3.5 Local and regional good practices in Finland
While the Arctic Council Working Group representatives grouped for internal discussions on
the next steps in implementing resilience action in their work, a public session was organized
on good local and regional resilience practice in the Finnish Arctic and Sámi regions.
The aim of the session was to bring together diverse aspects of resilience and to discuss
different approaches, ranging from researchers to local practitioners in Finland, in order to
show examples/good practices and innovative measures to strengthen climate resilience in the
Arctic. The session was hosted by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and moderated by
Saara Lilja-Rothsten.
Niina Hirvonen, Project manager at the Finnish Red Cross, presented the Arctic
Disaster Management Study - And Finnish Red Cross role in response to major accidents. The
purpose of the Study was to define the ‘Arctic’ from the Red Cross point of view, and to get a
comprehensive picture of the Red Cross Movement’s presence, services and capacity to
respond in the Arctic, from small scale emergencies to major accidents and disasters. The
Study found that there is strong local knowhow and capacity, with over 10 000 Red Cross
volunteers all around the Arctic and good possibilities for cross-border cooperation. The harsh
Arctic conditions, gaps in infrastructure, remoteness and long distances pose challenges to
ensuring availability of equipment and efficient logistics in the Arctic. The material
preparedness of the Red Cross in the area varies. In response, Icelandic Red Cross, Finnish
Red Cross and American Red Cross in Alaska have e.g. developed trailer-based systems for
relief and evacuation, as well as special arrangements and techniques, such as water-tight and
air-droppable Arctic Emergency Survival Kits in Svalbard, Arctic First Aid developed by the
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Greenlandic Red Cross, and Canadian Red Cross discussions with Cree Nation about
winterization of a field hospital. Six out of the eight Arctic National Societies maintain
Emergency Response Units (ERUs) that are standardized Red Cross units of personnel and
modules of equipment that are ready to be deployed at short notice as a part of IFRC’s disaster
response tools system.
Sirpa Kurppa, Professor at the Natural Resources Institute in Finland (Luke),
shared the findings of a recently launched national report on the Arctic bioeconomy and
resilience. According to the study, the building blocks of the Arctic bioeconomy include many
things, characterized by originality and specialty. There is the richness of raw materials, land,
forest and water resources and their sustainable use, combined with the good condition and
cleanliness of the natural resources. There are also rather unique wild resources and their
products and services, and the production environment, including soil, air and waterways,
supports the use. Strengths are also the technical excellence in bioeconomy combined with cooperation between industries, and businesses adapted to the cultural environment and Arctic
conditions. Recommendations for development measures for advancing the Arctic
bioeconomy include ensuring sustainability, regeneration and circularity of Arctic resources.
Arctic-focused and inclusive planning and joint management models should be used and a
greater co-operation ensured between the bio and circular economy in the Arctic region. Good
arctic communication and interaction is needed. The rate of processing should be raised by
enabling innovative financing tools to attract investors to Arctic products. The renewal of
Arctic multilateral entrepreneurship should be supported by increasing marketing training,
sustainability-based product development and business management. Arctic logistics,
digitization and platforms should be developed.
Reijo Tolppi, Vice- Rector of the Lapland University of Applied Sciences, presented
the Safety and Security Network in Lapland, which is a knowledge network to strengthen
resilience and bring security aspects into the strategy of education. The operational model of
the network has been appreciated as a best practice for regional network model (EPSA
European Public Service Award 2012) and it builds on cooperation between safety & security
authorities, public administration and municipalities, educational institutions, associations,
non-governmental organizations, and businesses. Activities include regional activities,
research, development and innovation, and education.
Marja Anttonen from the Reindeer Herders’ Association gave a commentary with a
presentation of the “Reindeer EIA guide”, a guide to examiningenvironmental impact
assessment (EIA) on reindeer husbandry in land use projects. By gathering the scattered
knowledge into one place it is easier to take into account and understand the livelihoods needs
in the planning processes.
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New tools and approaches, such as “Reindeer EIA guide” are needed to manage sustainability
pressures in a changing environment (Photo: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry of Finland).

The panel discussion focused on suggestions for the best measures to improve resilience in the
Arctic, as well as lessons learnt to improve the sustainability and resilience in the Arctic. In
the arctic circumstances the distances are longer, there are less people and they are more
dependent on the communities, which are thus stronger. In the changing climate the
vulnerability of e.g. tourism is rising, and this is one of the local concerns dealt with.

3.6 Concluding the 1st Arctic Resilience Forum
A final concluding Forum session took place after the parallel sessions of local and regional
good practices in Finland as well as the internal session of the Working Groups. session.
Pekka Shemeikka, Chair of the Sustainable Development Working Group,
reported back from the final session of the Working Groups. While no formal conclusions were
reached, there was consensus that the Working Groups will need to continue the discussion
and coordination on climate resilience action. The Forum was regarded as a highly useful
platform showcasing the urgent need for taking joint action. He thanked the organizers for the
Forum and the co-leads and all the people working dedicatedly on resilience and noted that
the work will need to continue and accelerate.
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Saara Lilja-Rothsten, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, the main organizer
of the Arctic Resilience Forum, reviewed the process with creating the ARAF and
highlighted the importance of not complicating things but instead working to embrace a
pragmatic and straight forward approach. She also stressed the importance of agency and
leadership. We have to work as fast as possible, operationalize data and research into practice,
and finally we need passion and inspiration to be able to do what is required for building Arctic
resilience at required speed and scale. Saara Lilja-Rothsten thanked all the participants for
sharing their knowledge, passion and inspiration during the two Forum days, and urged for
continued engagement and cooperation.
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4 Concluding remarks and ways forward
The 1st Arctic Resilience Forum, which was organized 10-11 September 2018 in
Rovaniemi, Finland. lived up to expectations that it could help form a better understanding of
the opportunities for cooperation connected to resilience in the Artic. While it served the
participants to showcase and learn from concrete good practices as well as failures in the
region it highlighted the urgent need for accelerated action to strengthen climate resilience.
The two-day Forum gathered nearly 100 Arctic experts, policymakers, and various key
stakeholders, including representatives from the Arctic Council States, Working Groups,
Permanent Participants, and Observers; national, regional and local government, academia,
industry, non-governmental organizations; as well as a side-event targeted at children and
youth.
The Arctic Resilience Action Framework (ARAF) provided a valuable structure for the
discussions in looking for a shared understanding of how to operationalize resilience in an
extremely vulnerable, rapidly changing as well as culturally, socio-economically and
environmentally diversified region. It clearly can help to concretize the concept of climate
resilience and serve to achieve what all Forum participants called for - to catalyze funding for
action and serve people concretely on the ground.
The Forum highlighted the existence of a wealth of information, expertise and
already existing experience in building climate resilience that can and should be actively
shared and learnt from. The ARAF demonstrated its capacity to serve as a platform for sharing
these experiences. While noting the leadership and mandates of the Arctic Council and its
Working Groups, the Forum highlighted also the need to build partnerships across all relevant
stakeholder groups in the Arctic – everybody´s collaboration is needed.
The need for cooperation in environmental monitoring, sharing data, making climate
information more user-friendly and in particular building bridges between scientific climate
knowledge and indigenous knowledge were recurrent themes during the two-day Forum. The
Forum provided many examples of how these needs can be addressed, and also helped to
identify potential new partnerships for doing so.
The Forum also noted major challenges in sustainable and equitable
management of natural resources. It is evident that climate change will increase
pressures on natural resources and strengthening resilience will require building capacities to
deal with and reconcile these pressures. The Forum highlighted that local participation,
transparency and respect are obligatory ingredients for reconciling conflicting interest in a
sustainable manner.
The Forum noted the multiple climate risks faced in a wide range of Arctic livelihoods,
including agriculture, forestry, fishery, food production, tourism, herding etc. and the need to
strengthen the resilience of these livelihoods. In some cases, the disruption caused by climate
change in the physical environment is already so dramatic and unavoidable that
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transformation of livelihoods remains the sole option. The Forum also highlighted critical
aspects of human well-being and health as well as the importance of improving awareness and
capacity, through examples related to health impacts caused by climate change and the need
to transform education.

The team that had the pleasure to prepare and facilitate the 1 st Arctic Resilience Forum
(Photo: Kaisa Vainio/Metsähallitus)
The Forum strongly identified a need to screen and climate-proof all investments in the
Arctic, in order to reduce and manage risks caused by climate change. Strong voices were
raised, however, to not treat climate change as a separate issue. It was recommended that
addressing climate change must be dealt with as part of sustainable and inclusive development
at local, national and regional Arctic level.
Finally, the Forum stressed the need for partnerships, and making use of experiences
from other regions in accessing the required funding and other resources, noting the currently
limited investments in building resilience in the Arctic. The Forum participants expressed
their appreciation for the event, and recommended follow-up for discussions conducted
during the Forum and commitments made.
A set of more detailed recommendations for follow-up - including organizing a second Arctic
Resilience Forum during the Icelandic chairmanship 2019-2021 – is presented in the ARAF
Project Implementation 2017-2019 status report.
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Annex 1 Program of the Arctic Resilience
Forum with links to presentations
Link to the presentations presented at the Arctic Resilience Forum 2018 »
The aim of the two-day forum is to form a better understanding of the opportunities for cooperation
connected to the resilience of the Artic and to showcase and learn from concrete best practices in the
region.

Pre-event: Sunday 9 September: Forestry Trip to Jäkälänselkä
Half-day guided excursion to a Lappish forest. During this get-together trip, you will learn about the
principles and methods of sustainable forestry, while having an easy-access hike to the beautiful nature
of Lapland. You will learn how we protect ecological and cultural values and how climate action takes
place in our climate-smart forestry and logistics. You will also see harvesters, forestry planners and
reindeer herders at work.
Topics: Habitat-based and climate-smart forestry, New forestry planning methods, Ecological network
in forestry areas and connectivity, Protecting cultural history in forestry areas, Inclusive planning and
reconciliation of livelihoods (forestry, reindeer husbandry, tourism), Eco-effective logging and logistics.
Actions: Harvesting area with a harvester and forwarder in operation. Forestry planner at work.
Reindeer herding and corral site in forestry area. Meeting reindeer herders and reindeer. Short hike to
forest with natural and cultural heritage sites.
The excursion is organized by Metsähallitus, a state-owned enterprise responsible for the management
of one third of Finland’s surface area. Metsähallitus uses and develops state-owned land and water areas
responsibly; in a way that maximizes their benefits to the society as a whole.
Further information on Metsähallitus >

Monday 10 September 2018 (first day) at 9.00-17.00
Venue: Science Center Pilke (Ounasjoentie 6, 96200 Rovaniemi, Finland)
Seminar for a larger audience (resilience experts and practitioners from international, national, and
sub-national level together with key policy-makers and stakeholders from Arctic countries and various
sectors of society).
Theme: How to build Arctic resilience – sharing of good practices
09.00

Opening by Jaana Husu-Kallio, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, Finland

09.10

Keynote: Resilience and new directions for Arctic development, Professor Sverker Sörlin,
KTH, Sweden

09.40

Keynote: Climate resilience and the Arctic communities, Gunn-Britt Retter, Head of the
Arctic and Environment Unit, Sámi Council, Norway
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09.55

Session 1: Analyzing and Understanding Risk and Resilience in the Arctic
This session focuses on the following areas of Arctic Resilience Action Framework
(ARAF):
- Increasing the effectiveness of existing monitoring systems and including socioecological indicators and their interactions
- Substantially enhancing our understanding of ecologically vulnerable areas and areas in
which Arctic-adapted biodiversity can persist under a changing climate
- Improving short and long-term projections for the Arctic under different future
greenhouse gas emission and development scenarios, using natural and social sciences
and indigenous/traditional knowledge and local knowledge
- Expanding the documentation of adaptation responses to changing threats in the Arctic
Keynote: Juhani Damski, Director General, Finnish Meteorological Institute

10.15

Panel of Experts:
- Dr. Tatiana Vlasova, Institute of Geography, Russian Academy of Sciences
- Dr. Inger Hanssen-Bauer, Head of Norwegian Centre for Climate Services, Norwegian
Meteorology Institute
- Dr. Sigrún Karlsdóttir, Director of Natural Hazards, Icelandic Meteorological Office

10.55

Break

11.25

Session 2: Building Resilience and Adaptation Capacity
This session focuses on the following areas of ARAF:
- Increasing the co-production of knowledge using science, indigenous/traditional
knowledge and local knowledge
- Expanding the ability of community-based observation networks to collect critical data
for monitoring change and integrating with Earth observations
- Improving tools for assessing management strategies in changing Arctic ecosystems
- Ensuring that data and tools are equitably distributed and easily accessible for local
communities, decision-makers and policy-makers at all levels
- Substantially increasing the number of communities, youth and emerging leaders that
understand Arctic change using a variety of knowledge approaches
- Increasing administrative and planning support to communities, governments and
decision-makers at all levels, including support for applying resilience knowledge to
decision-making
Keynote: Dr. Martin Sommerkorn, Head of Conservation, WWF, Norway

11.45

Panel of Experts:
- Pentti Hyttinen, Director General, Metsähallitus, Finland
- Mika Aromäki, Coordinator, Sámi Education Institute, Finland
- Joanna MacDonald, Inuit Circumpolar Council
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12.25

Lunch

13.30

Session 3: Implementing Measures that Build Resilience with Policy,
Planning and Cooperation
This session focuses on the following areas of ARAF:
- Increasing the inclusion of local perspectives in local and sub-regional decision-making
- Enhancing the development and deployment of resilient infrastructure,
telecommunications, and technologies to deal with emerging challenges that are unique
to the Arctic (e.g., waste, water security, energy, food security, health, etc.)
- Expanding the use of ecosystem-based management in the Arctic
- Substantially expanding the use of transdisciplinary approaches for understanding
change and implementing strategies to enhance resilience
- Encouraging consistent practices for ensuring public participation and the integration
of indigenous/traditional knowledge and local knowledge in environmental impact
assessments and other decision-making processes
Keynote: Dr. Mara Kimmel, City of Anchorage, USA

13.50

Panel of Experts:
- Pipaluk Lykke, Cultural Innovator, NEBULA, Greenland
- Tuomas Aslak Juuso, Sámi Parliament in Finland
- Courtney Pegus, UAF / Resilience Education Programme, USA

14.30

Coffee break

15.00

Session 4: Encouraging Investment to Reduce Risk and Build Resilience
This session focuses on the following areas of ARAF:
- Improving our understanding of best practices for resilient or “climate proof”
investments in the Arctic
- Substantially increasing private sector investments that support resilient communities
- Expanding the use of innovative financial mechanisms for improving resilience
- Encouraging the identification of specific funding gaps and resilience priorities to
provide guidance to potential donors and catalyze new investments
Keynote: Dr. Husamuddin Ahmadzai, Special Adviser, Nordic Environment Finance
Corporation (NEFCO)

15.20

Panel of Experts:
- Max Linsen, European Commission, DG CLIMA
- Rauno Posio, Project Leader, Visit Arctic Europe
- Joel Clement, Harvard Kennedy School

16.30
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Conclusion of the day and ways forward. Closing remarks by selected participants.
Concluding words: Teppo Säkkinen, Special Adviser to the Minister of Agriculture and
Forestry

Monday 10 September 2018: Dinner at 19.00–22.00
Venue: Restaurant SKY Kitchen & View, Lapland Hotel Sky Ounasvaara (Juhannuskalliontie, 96400
Rovaniemi, Finland)
Transportation: Free bus leaves at 18:45 both from Hotel Santa Claus and from Sokos Hotel Vaakuna.
Bus back to the hotels leave at 22:00 from the dinner venue.

Tuesday 11 September 2018 (second day) at 9.00–15.30
Venue: Science Center Pilke (Ounasjoentie 6, 96200 Rovaniemi, Finland)
During the second day of the Forum participants will continue to share experiences and lessons
learned for operationalizing climate resilience in the Arctic. The approaches and experiences of the
Arctic Council Working Groups (WG) will be highlighted and ways forward identified through
interactive workshop sessions and plenaries.
This Day 2 workshop builds upon the Arctic Resilience Action Framework and work conducted and
initiated by the Arctic Council’s WGs. The day includes both plenary sessions and parallel sessions,
including work in breakout groups, facilitated by selected ARAF Implementation Team representatives
and Gaia Consulting. The programme is built around identifying climate risks of key concern, how Arctic
climate resilience is currently being strengthened through the work of the WG’s and how
operationalizing climate resilience could be mainstreamed more broadly. The overall aim of day 2 is to
identify ways to harness synergies, further enhance collaboration and help accelerate concrete action
for climate resilience in a region highly vulnerable to climate change.

08:30

Morning coffee and introduction to the day
René Söderman, Senior Arctic Official, Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Finland

09:00

Plenary session: Presentation of good practices by Arctic Council WG's
Representatives of each WG are given the floor to describe selected projects that involve
collaboration and point to effective practices for building resilience.

10:15

Guidance and inspiration for day 2 workshops and parallel sessions
Guidance for practical work in breakout groups, Mikko Halonen, Gaia
Practical tools and steps – case Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure, Arvo Kokkonen,
Director-General, National Land Survey of Finland
Building bridges to enable resilience action, Joel Clement, Senior Fellow, Harvard
Kennedy School

10:45
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11:00

Accelerated action, harnessing synergies and bridging gaps (parallel
sessions in smaller groups)
Splitting into six groups will allow WGs to present their work in more detail and benefit
from interactive discussion with breakout session participants. WG representatives will
have a central role in each group but will be provided facilitation assistance by ARAF coleads and Gaia.
Each group will be provided with a set of questions to work with. Groups will identify
strengths, challenges and opportunities building upon the projects presented during
session. Experiences also from other projects (e.g. by WGs, Arctic State, PPs) can be used
to help identify solutions and ways forward.

12:30

Lunch

13:30

Plenary Session with panel discussion: Suggestions for the way forward with
the specific cases and potential lessons learned for other projects.
Representatives of WG’s summarising key outcomes
Panel discussion: Marcus Carson, Sarah Abdelrahim, Joel Clement, Saara Lilja-Rothsten,
Timo Koivurova

14:30

Concluding Parallel Sessions
Session I: Internal Session for WG representatives, discussing the outcomes
of
Days
1
and
2,
ways
forward
for
respective
WGs,
collaboration opportunities and potential input to the Arctic Council
strategy work
Session II: Presentations of resilience projects & cases for other participants
and networking discussions in the plenary room.
The aim of this session is to discuss different approaches to resilience, ranging from
researchers to local practitioners in Finland to show examples/good practises on localglobal interactions in fostering climate resilience in the Arctic.
The session will bring together diverse aspects of resilience and how resilience can be
strengthened in the Arctic region.
Objectives of the session
1) To share experiences from different approaches to resilience in the Arctic.
2) To suggest innovative measures to improve resilience in the Arctic.
Program
14.30

Opening words (Saara / Heidi – tarkentuu, kun on juteltu Gaian kanssa)

14.35

Speakers:
Niina Hirvonen, Project manager, Finnish Red Cross
Sirpa Kurppa, Professor, Natural Resources Institute Finland

Reijo Tolppi, Vice- Rector, Lapland University of Applied Sciences
Marja Anttonen from the Reindeer Herders’ Association
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15:15

15.00

Discussion

15.10

Closing remarks

15.15

Session ends

Ways forward and Concluding words. Pekka Shemeikka and Saara LiljaRothsten

Coffee and networking
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Annex2 Biographies of speakers
Dr. Husamuddin Ahmadzai, Nordic Environment Finance
Corporation
Husamuddin Ahmadzai is Special Adviser to the Nordic
Environment Finance Corporation (NEFCO) and Senior Adviser to
the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency. He is Fund Manager
of the Arctic Council Project Support Instrument (PSI) for mitigation
of the pollution of the Arctic and Member of the Executive
Committee of the Multilateral Fund (MLF) of the Montreal Protocol
under UN Environment (UNEP). He has served as the Chairman of
the MLF and the Stockholm Group working for improvement of the
stratospheric ozone layer and mitigation of climate and as a member
of the UN Environment’s Technology and Economic Assessment
Panel and its technical working groups. Dr. Ahmadzai has also
served as a consultant to the Nordic Investment Bank, Sida, the
World Bank, UNDP, UNEP, and UNIDO, international private and
semi-autonomous enterprises. He is the founding partner of Mensa
Milieu, a Swedish consultancy, in the field of environment, energy
and resource efficiency.
Mika Aromäki, Sámi Education Institute
Mika Aromäki works as a coordinator in Sami Education Institute in
Inari, Finland, since 2002. He has led and worked in several national
and international projects focusing on indigenous livelihoods and
culture in Finland and other parts of the Arctic. A remarkable work
effort by Sami Edication Institute's international coordination has
been carried out by connecting many of the arctic vocational
institutes under a Bebo-organization, which was established in 2007
in Inari, with main focus on reindeer herding education.
Mika Aromäki is a council member of the Uarctic and also a
North2North coordinator of the Sami Education Institute.
Joel Clement, Senior Fellow, Harvard Kennedy School
Joel Clement is a science and policy consultant with a background
in resilience and climate adaptation, landscape-scale conservation
and management, and Arctic social-ecological systems. As Director
of the U.S. Department of the Interior’s Policy Office he led a team
of policy analysts and economists, provided advice and analysis for
White House leadership and two Interior Secretaries, developed
innovative policies to address landscape conservation needs, and
was appointed as the Department of the Interior’s principal to the
US Global Change Research Program. On behalf of the US
Government he co-chaired the Arctic Council’s groundbreaking
Arctic Resilience Report. Joel was awarded The Joe A. Callaway
Award for Civic Courage in September, 2017, for blowing the
whistle on the Trump Administration, and resigned from public
service on October 6 of that year. Throughout his career, Joel has
remained focused on the critical need to bridge gaps between
science and policy. He is currently an Associate with the Stockholm
Environmental Institute and a Senior Fellow with the Union of
Concerned Scientists”
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Prof. Juhani Damski, Finnish Meteorological Institute
Prof. Juhani Damski is the Director General of the Finnish
Meteorological Institute (FMI). Prior to this position, Prof. Damski
has held the positions of the Head of Development Unit of the
Ministry of Transport and Communications of Finland and of the
Director of Weather and Safety Division at the Finnish
Meteorological Institute. For his educational background he holds a
PhD Degree in Meteorology from the Helsinki University. He has
several national and international positions of trust, e.g. he is the
Permanent Representative of Finland with World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and Vice President of the Council of the
European Centre for Medium-range weather forecasts (ECMWF).
Prof. Damski is the Chairman of the National Committee of Finland
for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and
Member of the Arctic Advisory Board for the Government of Finland.
Prof. Inger Hanssen-Bauer, Norwegian Centre for Climate
Services
Prof. Inger Hanssen-Bauer is head of the Norwegian Centre for
Climate Services (NCCS). NCCS is collaboration between MET
Norway, the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate
and the Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, led by MET Norway.
Hanssen-Bauer holds a PhD in Meteorology. Her research has
mainly been on boundary layer climate, historical climate analyses
in Norway and in polar region, downscaling of climate scenarios and
tailoring climate scenarios for impact studies. She was contributing
author to two IPCC reports and the Arctic Climate Impact
Assessment, and was the lead editor of the national Norwegian
climate reports in 2009 and 2015. She has been involved in a large
number of national and international projects within climate and
climate adaptation and was a member of the Official Norwegian
Committee on Climate Adaptation 2009-2010. The publication list
includes more than 50 peer reviewed scientific papers, as well as
contributions to several text books.
Dr. Pentti Hyttinen, The Finnish State Forest Enterprise
Dr. Pentti Hyttinen is the Director General of Metsähallitus - the
Finnish State Forest Enterprise. Formerly he worked as the Region
Mayor in North Karelia, Finland. He has also worked for several
years at the European Commission in Brussels as an Expert in Forest
Sector. In 1990`s he served as the Director of regional Forestry
Centre and held senior expert positions at the European Forest
Institute and at the University of Joensuu, Finland. He serves as the
Chairman of the Board of the Koli Forum Association. Pentti
Hyttinen holds a PhD in forest management and economics from the
University of Joensuu, Finland, and a Master’s degree in natural
resources management from the Texas A&M University, USA.
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Tuomas Aslak Juuso, Sámi Parliament in Finland
Tuomas Aslak Juuso is Sámi, coming from Karesuvanto, Enontekiö
from the northwest part of Finland. He is coming from a Sámi
reindeer herding community and has been active with Sámi and
Human Rights issues for 15 years. Mr. Juuso is a second term MP
and currently acting as a second vice-president for the Sámi
Parliament in Finland.
Mr. Juuso started his engagement with politics with the national
Sámi youth organization called Suoma Sámi Nuorat - SSN back in
2003 when he has 18 years old. He was selected as a MP to the Sámi
Parliament for the first time in 2007 as a history youngest ever
selected MP and second time in 2015. Mr. Juuso has also been very
much active with Indigenous Peoples issues on the international
forums. He was heavily involved with the negotations of the outcome
document of UN World Conference on Indigenous Peoples (20112014). Also he was heavily involved with the negotations of the
rewise process of the mandate of Expert Mechanism on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples that works under the UN Human Rights Council.
He has also participated in many other UN processes and meetings
relevant to IP issues.
Dr. Sigrún Karlsdóttir
Sigrún Karlsdóttir received her Dr.Scient degree in meteorology
from the University of Oslo Norway in March 2000, with speciality
in atmospheric chemistry.
Dr. Karlsdóttir has worked at the Icelandic Meteorological Office
(IMO), since 2000. Until 2004 she worked as a forecaster and from
2004 to 2008 as the leader of the forecasting division. Since 2009
she is the director of natural hazards, where topics from avalanches,
floodings, storm surges, severe weather, earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions fall under. Dr. Karlsdóttir has been involved in working
groups on quality management systems and certification and has
led the work of contingency planning for natural hazards, such as
earthquakes, volcanic eruption and volcanoes and aviation safety.
Since starting in this position, she has been heavily involved in the
volcanic eruptions that have occurred in Iceland, i.e.
Eyjafjallajökull
2010,
Grímsvötn
2011
and
Bárðarbunga/Holuhraun 2014-2015, with close interaction and
collaboration with the Civil Protection Department of the National
Police in Iceland, domestic and international aviation authorities,
and meteorological- and geophysical- institutes. In the past years
Dr. Karlsdóttir has been involved in work on risk assessment of
natural hazards in Iceland.
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Dr. Mara Kimmel, Municipality of Anchorage
Dr. Mara Kimmel has a long career in Alaskan public policy focused
on rights and justice. Mara works at the Anchorage Museum as the
Deputy Director of Strategy, Scholarship and Research and is an
affiliate faculty member at the Institute for Social and Economic
Research at the University of Alaska Anchorage. Mara was recently
appointed by the Governor of Alaska to serve on the state’s Climate
Leadership Team. She has been on faculty at the Seattle University
School of Law, the University of Alaska Anchorage and served as the
Walter J. Hickel Professor of Strategic Development and
Entrepreneurship at Alaska Pacific University. Since 2015 when her
husband, Ethan Berkowitz, was elected Mayor of Anchorage, Mara
has been involved with several city initiatives focused on equity,
resilience and combatting human trafficking. She currently leads the
Municipality’s Welcoming and Resilience initiatives.
Arvo Kokkonen, National Land Survey of Finland
Arvo Kokkonen is Director General in the National Land Survey of
Finland since September 2012. He has also worked as a cadastral
surveyor and Survey Counsellor in the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry. He has experience in international projects and
organizations, e.g. being member of UNECE Working Party on Land
Administration and EULIS. Likewise, he has participated in the
activities of EuroGeographics, PCC, UN-GGIM and FIG. He is
member of the Board of the Arctic SDI (Chair of the Board from 1.
June 2017).

Pipaluk Lykke, NEBULA
Pipaluk Lykke holds a degree in teaching from Haslev Seminarium
in Denmark and an MA in Cultural and Social History from the
University of Greenland. Lykke manages her own company and
publishing platform, NEBULA, with the aim to empower Inuit
communities and diversify the image of indigenous cultures.
Through participation and sharing knowledge of Inuit peoples Lykke
wants to create pride and evoke change. This is done through
individually funded projects such as books, exhibitions,
documentaries, photography, and workshops.
Lykke initiated the Arctic Nomads project to protect and to preserve
the dramatically declining dogsledding culture of the Arctic Inuit,
and the indigenous sleddog. Lykke has worked as a municipal
employee at Qeqqata Kommunia in Greenland at the Department of
Education, Health, Leisure, and Culture. Later, she worked as
curator at Taseralik, the Cultural Centre of Sisimiut, Greenland. The
artists were handpicked from the Greenlandic and Nordic art scenes
but also internationally. Lykke is currently facilitating an exhibition
for the Natural History Museum in Denmark on the Greenlandic
sleddog.
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Joanna MacDonald, Inuit Circumpolar Council (ICC)
Canada
Joanna is currently the Climate Change and Health Officer with the
Inuit Circumpolar Council (ICC) Canada. Before joining ICC, she was
living in Iqaluit and working for the Government of Nunavut’s
Climate Change Secretariat as a Climate Change Adaptation
Specialist. She completed a Masters with the Climate Change
Adaptation Research Group at McGill University focusing on the
intersection between mental health and climate change using
participatory video and working with Inuit youth in Rigolet,
Nunatsiavut.

Courtney Pegus, University of Alaska Fairbanks
Courtney Pegus is a third-year doctoral student studying Fisheries at
the University of Alaska Fairbanks in Juneau, Alaska. Courtney is
originally from the sunny island of Trinidad and Tobago but grew up
sailing the Caribbean. His research develops effective teaching styles
for placing Western science in a cultural context when teaching
science to Indigenous groups. The transfer of knowledge in many
Indigenous communities worldwide include oral traditions, song,
dance, food sharing, etc. which is primarily absent from the standard
Western science curriculum. The lack of culturally identifiable icons
can in fact disenfranchise and even deter students from pursuing
careers in science. His goal is to diversify teaching styles by including
Indigenous science with standard methods of education and
promote pathways to pursue research and scientific discovery to
historically ignored groups. Courtney is also very passionate about
using education as a tool to increase resilience in Arctic communities
because these communities and their way of life are most susceptible
to the impacts of changing climates.

Rauno Posio, Visit Arctic Europe
Mr.
Posio
has
been
a
partner
of
the
Lapland
Safaris www.laplandsafaris.com Ltd since 1992. He has been the
chairman of the board and specialized in marketing. Mr. Posio
sold his share of Lapland Safaris Group Ltd in the autumn
2014. He did continue to work in the company as Marketing
Director until end of the September 2015.
Currently work as a project leader in Visit Arctic Europe joint
marketing and development project for Northern Scandinavian
region travel companies. www.visitarcticeurope.com. Since 2010 he
has been Approved Board Member (ABM). Besides developing his
own business he devotes his time and interest in the overall business
development in Lapland, Finland and Arctic areas.
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Gunn-Britt Retter, Sámi Council
Gunn-Britt Retter is born and raised in the coastal Saami community
Unjárga-Nesseby by Varangerfjord in the north-eastern Norway. She
is a teacher of training from Sámi University College
(Guovdageaidnu - Kautokeino, Norway) and holds MA in Bilingual
studies from University of Wales. Since 2001, Retter has worked with
Arctic Environmental issues, first at Arctic Council Indigenous
Peoples’ Secretariat (IPS) (Copenhagen, Denmark) and since 2005
in the present position as Head of Arctic and Environmental Unit of
the Saami Council. Gunn-Britt is board member of the Sámi
University of Applied Sciences and has served as Member of Saami
Parliament (Norway) for two terms (2005 – 2013). In her position as
head of the Arctic and Environmental Unit in the Saami Council,
Retter has been involved in issues related to indigenous peoples and
traditional knowledge related to climate change, biodiversity,
language, pollution and management of natural resources.

Dr. Martin Sommerkorn, WWF Global Arctic Programme
Dr. Martin Sommerkorn is Head of Conservation for the WWF
Global Arctic Programme, and based in Oslo, Norway. He leads and
coordinates WWF’s work on resilience approaches to Arctic nature
conservation and resource governance. Martin had a first career as
an Arctic ecosystem scientist and is the author of about thirty
publications in leading international journals. As researcher and
teacher at academic institutions in Europe and North America and
working in Siberia, Alaska, Greenland, Svalbard and Scandinavia, he
has first-hand experience of the Arctic’s unique places, peoples, and
concerns. Martin joined WWF in 2008 with the resolve to tackle the
challenges to people and the planet by bringing important science to
the policy-making table, and by using systems thinking to integrate
knowledge from all disciplines and backgrounds. Martin engages
with policy-shaping initiatives of the Arctic Council, the region’s
leading international forum for governments and Indigenous
Peoples, through contributing to scientific assessments and working
groups. His work underscores the role of nature for social-ecological
resilience, healthy economic futures, and the capacity to adapt to
change. He also contributes to expert groups and steering
committees of initiatives on ecosystem-based management and
protected area networks. Currently, Martin serves the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change as Coordinating Lead
Author for the Polar Regions Chapter of the Special Report on the
Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate.
Prof. Sverker Sörlin, KTH Royal Institute of Technology
Sverker Sörlin is professor of Environmental History at KTH since
2002. His core area of research is in the roles and functions of
knowledge in environmentally informed modern societies. Another
major area of interest is research and innovation policy where he
serves as a policy analyst and advisor. His current research projects
encompass the science politics of climate change through the lenses
of glaciology and sea ice; the emergence of and changes within
environmental expertise; historical images of Arctic futures; and the
environmental turn in the humanities and the social sciences. Along
with his academic career Sverker Sörlin is engaged in environmental
and research policy advice in Sweden and internationally. He is a
regular contributor to the largest Swedish daily the Dagens Nyheter,
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appears frequently in the public media, has conducted film and
documentary projects for national radio and television, and is a
widely read science writer and author of narrative non-fiction.
Dr. Tatiana Vlasova, Institute of Geography, Russian
Academy of Sciences
Dr. Tatiana Vlasova is a leading researcher at the Institute of
Geography, Russia where she received her PhD in social/economic
geography. She graduated from Moscow State University's
Geographical Department as a physical geographer. Her experience
in the Arctic is based on her fieldwork and participation in several
international multidisciplinary projects such as; Arctic Climate
Impact Assessment where she served as a representative from
RAIPON, Local Health and Environmental Reporting from the
Indigenous Peoples of the Russian North (UNEP Grid-Arendal),
Arctic Social Indicators, and the Arctic Resilience Report as an
IASSA representative. During the IPY 2007-2008 she served as a
member of the IPY Committee of Russia and on the Sub-Committee
on Observations.
Her current research interests include socially-oriented observations
and assessments of quality of life conditions and human capital
development involving traditional and local knowledge. She is the
leader of a Russian team of the Belmont forum “Arctic sustainability:
synthesis of Knowledge” (ASUS) project supported by the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR) and she initiates the ARCTIC
Studio - a mobile platform for international exchange of knowledge
and views within the framework of transdisciplinary communication
of scientists, educators, students, the public, authorities, businesses
for sustainable and resilient development of the Arctic and its
regions. The Arctic Studio is supported by the International
Geographical Union Commission on "Cold and High Altitude
Regions" (CHAR) which Tatiana Vlasova chairs. She is a Councilor
of the International Arctic Social Science Association (IASSA) and a
member of the editorial board of “Polar Geography”.
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Annex 3 Actions and projects suggested
by the Arctic Council Working Groups
Arctic Council Working Group Actions that Build Resilience
2017-2019

I. ARAF Priorities and Action Areas6
Priority Area 1: Analyzing and Understanding Risk and Resilience in the Arctic
Action Area 1.1: Increase the effectiveness of existing monitoring systems and include socialecological indicators and their interactions.
Action Area 1.2: Substantially enhance our understanding of ecologically vulnerable areas and
areas in which Arctic-adapted biodiversity can persist under a changing climate.
Action Area 1.3: Improve short and long-term projections for the Arctic under different future
greenhouse gas emission and development scenarios, using natural and social sciences and
Indigenous/Traditional Knowledge and local knowledge.
Action Area 1.4: Expand the documentation of adaptation responses to changing threats in the
Arctic
Priority Area 2: Building Resilience and Adaptation Capacity
Action Area 2.1: Increase the co-production of
Indigenous/Traditional Knowledge and local knowledge.

knowledge

using

science,

Action Area 2.2: Expand the ability of community-based observation networks to collect
critical data for monitoring change and integrate with Earth observations.
Action Area 2.3: Improve tools for assessing management strategies in changing Arctic
ecosystems.
Action Area 2.4: Ensure data and tools are equitably distributed and easily accessible for local
communities, decision makers and policy makers at all levels.
Action Area 2.5: Substantially increase the number of communities, youth and emerging
leaders that understand Arctic change using a variety of knowledge approaches.
Action Area 2.6: Increase administrative and planning support to communities, governments
and decision-makers at all levels, including support for applying resilience knowledge to
decision-making.

The Arctic Resilience Action Framework (ARAF) was adopted by the Arctic Council Ministers in May 2017. The
full document can be found here: https://oaarchive.arctic-council.org/handle/11374/2019
6
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Priority Area 3: Implementing Resilience through Policy, Planning and
Cooperation
Action Area 3.1: Increase the inclusion of local perspectives in local and sub-regional decisionmaking.
Action Area 3.2: Enhance the development and deployment of resilient infrastructure,
telecommunications, and technologies to deal with emerging challenges that are unique to the
Arctic (e.g., waste, water security, energy, food security, health, etc.).
Action Area 3.3: Expand the use of ecosystem-based management in the Arctic.
Action Area 3.4: Substantially expand the use of transdisciplinary approaches for
understanding change and implementing strategies to enhance resilience.
Action Area 3.5: Encourage consistent practices and for ensuring public participation and the
integration of Indigenous/Traditional Knowledge and local knowledge in environmental
impact assessments and other decision-making processes.
Priority Area 4: Encouraging Investment to Reduce Risk and Build Resilience
Action Area 4.1: Improve our understanding of best practices for resilient and “climate proof”
investments in the Arctic.
Action Area 4.2: Substantially increase private sector investments that support resilient
communities.
Action Area 4.3: Expand the use of innovative financial mechanisms for improving resilience.
Action Area 4.4: Encourage the identification of specific funding gaps and resilience priorities,
as a way to provide guidance to potential donors and catalyze new investments.

II. Working Group Actions that Build Resilience (2017-2019)
All six of the Arctic Council Working Groups are taking actions that build resilience. Below are
suggested lists of actions (by Working Group) that are drawn from the 2017-2019 Work Plans
of the six Working Groups. The ARAF Action Item(s) that these actions correspond to are
indicated in parenthesis. In some cases, Working Groups are taking actions that could build
resilience that may not directly correspond to an ARAF Action Item. These are also listed
below.
Several of the activities below are being implemented in conjunction with multiple Working
Groups. Because bridging different knowledge types is a key ingredient of building resilience,
the ARAF project will encourage opportunities for cross Working Group collaboration on the
resilience topic.
A. Arctic Contaminants Action Program (ACAP)
Actions that Correspond Directly to ARAF Action Items:
Continue to develop the Black Carbon Case Studies Platform on the ACAP website by adding
40 case studies. (1.4)
Bring new communities of observers and experts into the Circumpolar Local Observer (CLEO)
network and establish CLEO hubs within Arctic States across the region. (2.1, 2.2)
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Assess, on a pilot basis, local sources of black carbon emissions from a number of Alaskan,
Russian and Saami villages. The project will provide a broad characterization of associated
public health risks; explore short and long-term mitigation options; assess and, where
possible, strengthen local capacities to identify, mitigate and prevent black carbon pollution;
draft a framework tool for community-based assessments of black carbon emissions and
health risks; and educate local communities about black carbon emissions and risks. (2.1, 2.5,
2.6)
Follow-up on implementation of off-grid upgrades to wind-diesel solutions in the Republic of
Karelia in the Russian Federation. The replacement of old diesel generators has reduced
releases of black carbon and other greenhouse gases, decreased dependence on transported
fossil fuels, reduced electricity and heating costs, increased reliability and quality of electricity
and heating supply, and strengthened expertise of local institutions. (4.1, 4.4)
Implementation of the Syktvkar Syrnos Landfill project which aims to close the existing
landfill and install a methane gas collection system and construct a new sanitary plot with
waste sorting facilities. The project will take important steps to reducing adverse
environmental and health impacts. These steps will contribute to the exclusion of a Barents
Hot Spot. Best practices will be documented, demonstrating improvement to municipal solid
waste systems that can be replicated in Arctic communities. (2.6, 3.2, 4.1, 4.4)
Assess adverse environmental impacts of the Dudinka city landfill on the Arctic environment
and develop remediation technology in the remote Arctic permafrost zone. The work will
include a survey of existing approaches, implementation of remediation, identification of
other sites to replicate the methodologies and introduction of best available technologies for
rehabilitation of municipal solid waste landfills. (3.2, 4.1, 4.4)
Continue to promote the decrease of pollution in the Barents region through the introduction
of best available technologies with enterprises and universities. This will facilitate future
environmental investments in the region. Products will include a feasibility study,
development of curriculum for experts and authorities, and workshops/seminars to distribute
findings. (1.2, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 4.4)

B. Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP)
Actions that Correspond Directly to ARAF Action Items:
Implement the AMAP coordinated trends and effects monitoring program (1.1, 2.1)
Follow up the Snow, Water, Ice and Permafrost in the Arctic (SWIPA) report. This includes
outreach work such as making the results available for use by others, such as IPCC special
reports on cryosphere/hydrological impacts of a global warming of 1.5 degrees C above preindustrial levels (due in 2018), and climate change and the oceans and the cryosphere (due in
2019). It will also include work on extremes and abrupt change. (1.2, 1.3)
Follow up the three regional Adaptation Actions for a Changing Arctic (AACA) reports, where
some of these reports contain separate chapters on resilience, and also discusses resilience
indicators. (1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 3.4)
Complete and follow up the ongoing assessment of Arctic Ocean acidification, including work
on biological responses and socio-economic impacts based om five case studies (1.2, 1.3, 1.4?,
3.4?).
Update on the assessment of mercury in the Arctic (due in 2021). (1.2)
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Assessment of biological effects of POPs and mercury. (1.2)
Follow up on the assessment of chemicals of emerging concern, including provision of relevant
data and information to bodies responsible for chemical regulation. (1.2)
Assessment of scientific knowledge regarding SLCP impacts on Arctic climate (due in 2021),
including emissions scenarios and modeling as well as air pollution issues such as health
effects. (1.2, 1.3)
Complete a report on the impacts of climate change on contaminant release and fate. (1.2)
Begin the development of a new assessment of human health in the Arctic. (1.2)
Together with IASC, provide secretariat support to the Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks
(SAON) initiative (1.2, 2.2?)
Enhanced meteorological cooperation will improve observation networks, increase data
availability and strengthen the foundation for adaptation and risk management. (1.1, 1.3)

C. Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF)
Actions that Correspond Directly to ARAF Action Items:
Follow-up on the Actions for Arctic Biodiversity, 2013-2021: Implementing the recommendations of
the Arctic Biodiversity Assessment (priority areas 1-4)

Implement
the
Circumpolar
Biodiversity
Monitoring
Program,
Arctic
Marine/Freshwater/Terrestrial Biodiversity Monitoring Plans, Arctic Coastal Biodiversity
Monitoring Plans. (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 3.4)
Complete the Coastal Biodiversity Monitoring Plan. (2.2)
Continue development of the CBMP headline indicators
Implement the Arctic Invasive Alien Species strategy and Action plan (ARIAS) 2017-21, in
collaboration with PAME, to reduce the threat of invasive alien species (1.2, 2.1, 3.4)
Generate map and data products from the Community Observation Network for Adaptation
and Security (CONAS) to inform decision making. (1.2, 2.2)
Complete the Circumpolar Boreal Vegetation Map and the Arctic Flora Inventory. (1.2, 2.3)
Convene and report the results of the second Arctic Biodiversity Congress (1.4, 2.1)
Implement
the
Circumpolar
Biodiversity
Monitoring
Program,
Arctic
Marine/Freshwater/Terrestrial Biodiversity Monitoring Plans, Arctic Coastal Biodiversity
Monitoring Plans. Including completing the State of the Arctic (freshwater, terrestrial, coastal)
biodiversity reports and following up on the 2017 State of the Arctic´s Marine Biodiversity
Report (2.2)
Facilitate access, integration, analysis and display of biodiversity information through CAFFs
Arctic Biodiversity Data Service (ABDS) and partners. (2.3, 2.4)
Follow-up on recommendations of the Ecosystem Based Management expert group (3.3)
Continue implementation of the Arctic Migratory Bird Initiative (AMBI) to improve the status
and secure the long-term sustainability of declining Arctic breeding migratory bird
populations (3.4)
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Complete project on enhancing engagement in relation to the roles and functions of Arctic
wetlands as a resource to support sustainable development and resilience in the Arctic.
Conduct a mainstreaming case study: The incorporation of biodiversity provisions into the
work of a select industry Complete Nomadic Herders: Enhancing the resilience of pastoral
ecosystems and livelihoods of nomadic reindeer herders, an international indigenous peoples’
project.
Implement Inspiring Arctic Voices through Youth Engagement: including the Arctic Youth
Exchange Programme and the Arctic Youth Summit scheduled for October 2018.
Implement CAFF species conservation strategies

D. Emergency Prevention, Preparedness, and Response (EPPR)
Actions that Correspond Directly to ARAF Action Items:
Conduct a technical exchange, including best practices, on cross-border prevention,
preparedness and handling of maritime incidents/accidents which may involve radioactive
substances (2.6)
Engage in Search and Rescue (SAR) and Oil Spill Response exercises. Collaborate with other
bodies, fora, working groups, and academia to compile, identify, analyze and disseminate
recommendations and needs identified in after-action reports. (2.6)
Develop a Lessons Learned portal from MOSPA and SAR exercises in order to tracks and
account for process, and expand offerings for various training opportunities across the Arctic.
(2.6)
Continue work under the Prevention, Preparedness and Response in Small Communities
project, which includes development of short awareness videos on risk and impact, planning
and training, and response principles. The audience for the videos are decision makers, youth
people and educators. (1.4, 2.1, 2.4, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2, 3.5)
Continue and develop the work related to marine environmental risk assessments – including
the project on developing of a guideline and tool for risk assessment methods and metadata.
(1.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3.3, 3.5)
Identify gaps in follow-up on objectives outlined in the Framework Plan on Oil Pollution
Prevention (FP-OPP). This action is co-lead with PAME, and will include input from Arctic
States, PPs, AC Working Groups, Observers and other relevant stakeholders.

E. Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment (PAME)
Actions that Correspond Directly to ARAF Action Items:
Conduct a Desktop Study on Marine litter, including microplastics in the Arctic, to evaluate
the scope of knowledge on marine litter in the Arctic, and its effects on the marine
environment. (1.2)
Review and analyze the existing guidance and requirements in the region for engagement of
indigenous peoples and local communities in marine activities to inform the Arctic Council on
whether more or consolidated recommendations need to be made. (As part of the Meaningful
Engagement of Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities Marine Activities, or “MEMA II”,
project) (3.1, 3.5)
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Continue work on promoting the Ecosystem Approach/Ecosystem Based Management
Approach (EA/EBM) in the Arctic. Prepare guidelines addressing EA/EBM implementation
in Arctic (marine) ecosystems; hold 6th EA workshop in late autumn 2017/spring 2018, with
a focus on Integrated Ecosystem Assessment; hold 2nd International EA Conference 2018 on
Integrated Ecosystem Assessment in the Arctic, Marine Protected Areas in Implementation of
EA, and Review status of implementation EA and EA framework elements. Continue to
promote common understandings and share knowledge and experiences on EA.; Continue to
promote common understandings and share knowledge and experiences on EA (3.3)
Continue work on a Pan-Arctic Network of Marine Protected Areas within the “Framework for
a Pan-Arctic Network of MPAs (2015)” including the convening of the following workshops on
connectivity and resilience in the Arctic (3.3):
•

1st MPA Workshop: Science and Tools for Developing Arctic Marine Protected Area
(MPA) Networks: Understanding Connectivity and Identifying Management Models
(22-23 September 2016)
• 2nd MPA Workshop: Understanding MPA Networks as Tools for Resilience in a
Changing Arctic (2-3 February 2017).
• 3rd MPA Workshop: marine protected area (MPA) networks in a changing Arctic
climate (21-22 September 2017)
PAME/CAFF Joint Coordination Group to guide implementation of ARIAS and provide
recommendations to the CAFF and PAME Working Groups regarding potential
implementation actions and progress on activities. (3.4)
Follow-up on the implementation status of the forty Strategic Actions of the Arctic Marine
Strategic Plan (2015-2025) as per its implementation plan (priority areas 1-3)
Other Actions that Can Build Resilience:
Collect information on on-shore use by indigenous people and local communities of Heavy
Fuel Oil and identify the environmental, economic, and technical feasibility of alternative fuel
use.
Create a compendium of Arctic shipping accidents and provide information that might be used
to reduce risk.
Identify gaps in follow-up to the Framework Plan on Oil Pollution Prevention (FP-OPP).

F. Sustainable Development Working Group (SDWG)
Actions that Correspond Directly to ARAF Action Items:
Contribute to Arctic regional sustainable development through AREA, an online tool that
enhances knowledge of the best practices and local adaptation actions on Arctic renewable
energy and energy efficiency. This tool will visualize collected renewable energy supply and
demand data in addition to Arctic-wide local community success stories. (1.4, 3.2)
Continue the EALLU project, which documents Indigenous traditional knowledge on food,
through youth engagement, education, training and outreach. The project focuses on food
security, food empowerment, and understanding Indigenous peoples’ food systems. The
project engages Indigenous transboundary knowledge institutions. (2.1)
Continue to build ties between human, animal, plant, and environmental health stakeholders
in the circumpolar region, as a key strategy for adapting to rapid environmental change.
During the 2017-2019, the One Health project will emphasize: 1) continued knowledge and
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information sharing, 2) further simulation exercises that identify strengths and areas for
further capacity building, and 3) cooperative activities to address observed events [such as
those identified by the Circumpolar Local Environmental Observers (CLEO) Network]. (2.1,
2.6, 3.4)
Create a long-term energy planning process for Arctic communities. The Arctic Sustainability
Energy Futures Framework (ASEFF) will be launched in 6-8 communities and will build
practice knowledge and capacity around energy. (2.6, 3.2)
Through the Arctic Remote Energy Networks Academy (ARENA), build capacity, share
knowledge, and establish professional networks to transition from diesel to hybrid and
renewable energy systems through a webinar series, on-site program, and workshops. (3.2)
Host the 5th Arctic Energy Summit in Sept 2019 in Iceland] to share best practices, emerging
technology and process innovation on renewable energy, energy efficiency, and remote energy
systems. (3.2)
Produce Good Practice Recommendations on Environmental Impact Assessment and public
participation in EIA in the Arctic. (3.5)
The objective of the Arctic as a Food-‐Producing Region, Arctic Food Innovation Cluster
(AFIC) would be to create value by connecting northern entrepreneurs and southern-based
investors and business, stimulate economic development opportunities and help alleviate
conditions of food insecurity for northern residents (3.2, 4.2)
Assessing the Use of Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) in Indigenous Communities in partnership with
PAME to understand the degree to which communities currently rely on the use of HFO in
their daily lives and understand the human dimensions of HFO regulation, including
unintended consequences for Arctic residents, in the Arctic (3.5)
The Arctic Generation 2030 project aims at forging strong and globally-‐connected
community of future Arctic leaders through an investment in the human capital of the region
with focus on training, networking, and partnerships led by the region’s primary actors in
education, research, public policy, and business (2.5)
Through the project Circumpolar Resilience, Engagement and Action Through Story
(CREATes) support community and youth engagement towards effective action that reduces
suicide and fosters mental wellness among Arctic Indigenous youth and communities and
sustain the circumpolar network already established through the Arctic Council (2.1, 2.4,
3.4)
The project on Solid Waste Management in Small Arctic Communities aims at obtaining an
overview of current best practices in solid waste management in the Arctic States (3.2)
Zero Arctic: Concepts for carbon neutral Arctic construction based on tradition, utilizing both
scientific life cycle assessment and energy simulation methods as well as traditional knowledge
(2.1, 3.2)
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Annex 4 Examples of building resilience
in Arctic regions – case inventory of
Arctic stakeholders
The following cases of Arctic resilience have been submitted by September 2018 by Arctic
stakeholders7. The case inventory is continuously updated. All cases are available at the Arctic
Council ARAF project page.
1.

Canada: Crown Indigenous Relation and Northern Affairs (CIRNA)

2. Canada: Nunavut Housing Corporation - Geotechnical Site Investigations
3. Canada: Climate Change Geoscience Program: Beaufort Sea Coastal Zone Studies for Safe and
Sustainable Community Development
4. Canada: Guide to Integrate Climate Change Measures into Municipal Planning and DecisionMaking of Northern Communities
5.

Finland: Inclusive planning and public participation aiming at resilience in the Arctic
(Metsähallitus Forestry Ltd)

6. Finland: Climate resilient agriculture
7.

Finland: Animal husbandry

8. Finland: Fish farming in the Arctic
9. Finland: Security of critical infrastructure services
10. Finland: Pedestrian Safety in Changing Climate
11. Finland: Maritime Safety/Maritime SAR, Safety, and Cooperation (OPV Turva)
12. Finland: Flood Protection
13. Finland: Safety promoting innovative technologies
14. Finland: Reindeer Herding (climate change forcing traditional livelihoods to adapt)
15. Finland: Empowerment of indigenous people
16. Finland: Climate resilient tourism services in the Artic
17. Finland: Climate education and awareness with an Arctic touch
18. Finland: Access to financial instruments for building resilience
19. Greenland: Inuit Pinngortitarlu - Nuuk fjord monitoring and mapping project"
20. Iceland: The Nordic Welfare Watch - in Response to Crisis

The Finnish cases were collected as part of the Pre-Study for the Arctic Resilience Forum 2018. Koivurova, Timo;
Kähkönen, Juho (2018).
7
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21. Iceland: The Burfell Hydropower Capacity Expansion Project
22. Iceland: The Icelandic Electric Grid Emergency Management Forum NSR
23. Iceland: Risk Assessment of Natural Hazards in Iceland
24. Iceland: NORDRESS - Nordic Centre of Excellence on Resilience and Societal Security
25. USA: Traditional Ecological Knowledge Mapping of the Mulchatna Caribou Herd
26. USA: Training the Next Generation: Resilience Programs at the University of Alaska Fairbanks
27. USA: Anchorage: Welcoming and Resilient. Building Resilience in the American Urban Arctic
28. USA: The Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee (IARPC) - A Model for Research
Collaboration
29. USA: Cold Climate Housing Research Center (CCHRC) Sustainable Northern Communities:
Housing Research for the Circumpolar Region
30. USA: The Alaska Coastal Community Protection Project
31. USA/Aleut International Association: Community-Based Ecological Monitoring through the
BeringWatch Sentinel Program
32. USA/Aleut International Association: Enhancing Dialogue and Action on Coastal Resilience in
Alaska
33. Arctic Athabaskan Council: Treaty and Aboriginal Rights Implementation in Denendeh
(Northwest Territories): A paper for the Indigenous Nations Studies Journal
34. Arctic Athabaskan Council: United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
35. Arctic Athabaskan Council: Arctic Peoples, Culture, Resilience and Caribou
36. Arctic Athabaskan Council: A Guide to Community-based Monitoring for Northern
Communities
37. Gwich'In Council International: Land Use Plans
38. Inuit Circumpolar Council: Development of a Circumpolar Inuit Wildlife Management
Committee and Network
39. Inuit Circumpolar Council: Circumpolar Inuit Economic Summit and Development of an
International Inuit Business Association
40. Inuit Circumpolar Council: Inuit Education Summit: Sharing Resources for Resilient Culture,
Language, and Learning
41. Inuit Circumpolar Council: Pikialasorsuaq Commission: Supporting the Inuit-led Conservation
of a Critical Marine Ecosystem
42. Inuit Circumpolar Council: Circumpolar Resilience, Engagement and Action through Story
(CREATeS)
43. IASSA: Teriberka, Russia: Understanding Changes and Resilience in Coastal Social-Ecological
Systems

44. IASSA: Implementing Arctic Resilience through Strengthening International Cooperation in
Interdisciplinary Science, Traditional Knowledge and Education
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Annex 5 ARAF Implementation Team
Implementation Team for Arctic Resilience Action Framework
First Name

Last name

Delegation

1

Marie-Ève

Néron

Canada

2

Margaret

Wren

Canada

3

Saara

Lilja-Rothsten

Finland

4

Heidi

Alatalo

Finland

5

Sigrun

Karlsdottir

Iceland

6

Jon Erlingur

Jonasson

Iceland

7

Catherina

Hvistendahl

Kingdom of Denmark

8

Marianne

Kroglund

Norway

9

Dmitry

Verigin

Russia

10

Anna

Sorokina

Russia

11

Andrey

Kichigin

Russia

12

Jeanette

Krantz

Sweden

13

Marcus

Carson

Sweden

14

Kristian

Lindvall

Sweden

15

Reid

Creedon

United States of America

16

Sarah

Abdelrahim

United States of America

17

Amina

Schartup

United States of America

18

Grant

Sullivan

GCI

19

Gunn-Britt

Retter

SAC

20

Bridget

Larocque

AAC
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21

Cindy

Dickson

AAC

22

Johanna

MacDonald

ICC

23

Liza

Mack

AIA

23

Pekka

Shemeikka

SDWG

24

Bernard

Funston

SDWG

25

Cynthia

Cynthia Jacobson

CAFF

26

Anne Birgitte

Hansen

Arctic Council Secretariat
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